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(ABSTRACT) 

This historical re-view of the events and interactions of Maria Montessori's visit to the
United States between the years 1913 and 1918 begins by examining Montessori's personal
history, with an emphasis on her educational background leading up to her becoming the first
female physician in Italy. After discussing her scientific background briefly, the document
specifically addresses several of Montessori's educational concepts. Next, this study examines
specific nuances of organization, power and intent found in the educational system of the United
States at the time of her visits. Particular emphasis is placed on the implications of
industrialization, increasing immigration and the response of the educational establishment to
these issues. Interactions and events from her visits in the United States follow. Montessori's
influences on and experiences with prominent figures in the U.S. at that time are accentuated
through the events that highlight her travels. After detailing each visit in the historical context in
which it occurred, the piece continues with the author's discussion of how the dissertation applies
to teaching history in the foundations. The piece concludes with conceptual suggestions of ways
to increase diverse social awareness and encourage community-based responses of pre-service
and in-service public school educators.  
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Introduction

A Few Words About "History"
Historical methods, like any tool of inquiry, evolve over time. During the 1913-1918 time

period surrounding the focus of my dissertation, "educational history [gave] teachers and
administrators a greater sense of esprit and identity."  Often the telling of the history made the1

institution shine and glorified the goals and intents of those writing the history.  Thus, as in any2

historical undertaking, the power lies in the telling of the story. Intent and goals of writing history
change from person to person and over time. In educational history there is much to be skeptical
about. As Tyack points out, "If it is wise to be suspicious of historical prescriptions, it is foolish to
ignore the storehouse of experience accumulated in the past."  With this in mind, what has been3

left out and what has been skimmed over in what we know as Maria Montessori's educational
history in the United States? What lies just below the surface of the histories most of us have
come to know as "fact?" In educational history there is much to be thoughtfully re-viewed as
current historians such as Tom Hunt, David Tyack and Wayne Urban have repeatedly
underscored in their work.

In recent years it has become common place to look at educational history through a much
more holistic lens. Education spills over into family structure, religious affiliations, ethnic
undertones, the media and many other sources which the more current historical scholars have
taken into account. As one historian noted, "What historians need is not more documents, but
stronger boots."  In addition, 20th century scholars have taken history one step further laying the4

groundwork for a historically based democratic activism. George Counts and R. Freeman Butts
are perhaps the most widely known teacher-educators advocating increased democratic
participation by our teachers in public school settings.  5

With all this in mind, the work of Maria Montessori beckons a re-view. After having the
fortunate opportunity to be involved in a Montessori classroom in various capacities for three
years, I decided to look more closely at Montessori's history. Ms. Terry Cook, the directress of
Montessori Children's House in Blacksburg, VA had welcomed my continual questions and
offered all her reading material for me to peruse. After reading all that was there, I still could not
figure out why Montessori's ideas were not embraced in the United States. On the surface
Montessori seemed to have many pertinent ideas for the role of children in a democratic society
and seemed to be ahead of her time with regard to her beliefs pertaining to the human rights of
children all over the world. It bothered me greatly; why weren't her ideas accepted as mainstream?
With this question in mind, I began to review the research surrounding Maria Montessori which
led me into a deeper investigation of the historical context of Montessori's visit. Whenever
possible I searched for primary sources and made a deliberate effort to understand the context of
the writer's words. Montessori's main archives are in Amsterdam and at times I had to rely on
secondary sources who had accessed items contained abroad. Rita Kramer was Montessori's most
thorough biographer, and in the places where I have chosen to quote her, I feel confident that she
is accurate. Where I have found discrepancies among references, I have explicitly made that
acknowledgement. Additionally, I have paid particular attention to addressing the subject from as
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many different historical lenses as was possible so as to leave the reader with many possibilities
for future conversations and meanings. I have tried to order each section chronologically,
however there are areas of overlap. In consideration of the reader, I have tried to make those
transitions as smooth as possible.

Lastly, getting out and talking to people who had knowledge of Montessori's ideas also
became a significant method of research inquiry as I worked to focus my thoughts over the last
two years. Conversations with Ms. Cook are certainly woven into this piece in ways that have
long since ceased to be discernable. Two librarians were particularly helpful in locating obscure
resources and contributing to my method of inquiry. Susan Ariew at Virginia Tech was
particularly helpful when it came to locating sources via the internet. She is a highly skilled
researcher who sparked many creative leads when I became discouraged. Also, Anita Carrico at
The Architecture Library at The University of Maryland, College Park was able to help me locate
nearly all the references pertaining to Montessori's participation at the 1915 World's Fair. The
special collections covering the Worlds' Fair were a spectacular find complete with many hand
colored photos and original program guides. Conversations with both librarians were additionally
insightful and are interwoven into the process of "doing history" explicated in this document.
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Re-Search Framework
Many historical accounts of Maria Montessori exist; why another? Why should teacher

educators, particularly in the foundations, read this document? The short answer is that I find
history seducing and hope that the reader will also find something interesting in the pages which
follow. A longer answer is contained in the brief conversation of historical process explained in
this section. Perhaps the best answer to these questions, however, resides in your process as
reader. I hand this document to each individual reader and you "author" the meaning which you
take from the historical journey which I have laid out before you. How you engage in my project,
then, becomes your own process of agreeing, dismissing, closing down or continuing the
conversation I have only begun here. This document is written to encourage conversation about
the role of history in teachers education, particularly in the foundations. Throughout the
document, the process of and the power in the telling of history becomes an underlying theme.
What follows then is not just merely a story telling about Maria Montessori's visits to the United
States from 1913 to 1918; it is rather a work of contextualizing those visits, the interactions and
the events that took place. In this way I have chosen not only to review her work, but to
deliberately re-view it, casting a different light on the historical "facts" surrounding her visits. I
have chosen to present "the whole story" in layers so that the reader may more easily see the
process of history as it unfolds and overlaps. Person, place, events and meaning are woven as the
chapters progress.

In the first chapter, the reader is presented with a brief historical account of Maria
Montessori's life up to 1913. Special detail is placed on her personal beginnings as the first female
physician in Italy. The chapter progresses to focus on her educational ideas as they were
articulated by Montessori during these early years of her work. The second chapter focuses on
place. The most common educational issues circulating throughout the educational establishment
at this time in the United States are provided for the reader. These issues such as immigration,
urbanization, and industrialization are set within the larger socio-historical context of their time
period. The third and fourth chapters focus on the events surrounding the Montessori visits. By
events I mean the specific moments in time in which interactions between Montessori and those
around her   present particularly insightful glances into the characterization of Montessori and the
telling of her history in the U.S. Finally, the fifth chapter is my conclusion, my articulation of
meaning found in the history presented. This layering and expanding process of telling the story is
supported in the work of Barzun and Graff who say, "Time, place, and meaning give things their
connectedness, which come out again in the report upon them."   The "Maria Montessori" the6

reader is left with at the end of this piece then is inextricably molded to and with the time and
place in which she lived.  This connectedness to all parts of the historical character in the telling of7

the story can be likened to a sculpture:
A sculptor shapes his work by adding and by taking away until the lump resembles the
image he has carried in his mind's eye. He is aided by his general knowledge of how
objects look, but he must use trial and error to achieve the desired likeness. The reason
why research is like sculpturing from memory is that in neither there is a concrete visible
subject to copy directly. The subject exists only when the object is finished.8
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Readers also sculpt the history unfolding in the "object" that exists as this document. At
the end of this document, the "subject"  Maria Montessori will exist differently for each reader as
seen in the clay metaphor above. Even though all students may have seen the same model, the
image recalled from memory and each student's transaction with the clay will differ resulting in a
diversity of final sculptures. But the project does not end with the final sculpture. It is rather
connected as history is to all the other projects the sculptor has undertaken in the past and in
varying degrees to all the projects of the future. With this metaphor in mind, I present my
research.   
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Chapter One

Maria Montessori's Background: Breaking Out of Tradition

"All human victories, all human progress, stand upon the inner force."

"If I am going up a ladder, and a dog begins to bite at my ankles,
I can do one of two things -  either turn round and kick out at it,

or simply go on up the ladder. I prefer to go up the ladder!" 
-Maria Montessori

Maria Montessori was born in Italy on August 31, 1870 in the town of Chiaraville in the
province of Ancona. During her youth, Montessori's parents stressed their daughter's education.
Montessori's father, Alessandro, is described as "...a typical conservative of the old school, a
military man, who in his time had been commended for bravery in action."  He was also noted as9

being "dignified and soldierly in his bearing, and well known for his punctilious politeness."10

Maria Montessori's mother, Renilde, was less conservative. Renilde Stoppani was "niece of the
illustrious Antonio Stoppani, the great philosopher-scientist-priest to whom the University of
Milan erected a monument at his death."  Until her death in 1912, Renilde remained a steady11

source of support for her daughter. 
Despite the support for her education that Maria received from her family, the late 19th

century was generally an oppressive time for women. Among some of the customs that
exemplified restrictions experienced by women were the cultural tradition of women needing a
male escort to go out in public, the tradition of arranged marriages and the legally supported
constraints preventing married women from writing a check on their own account or from giving
evidence in a court of law without their husband's presence.  Respectable jobs for women were12

nursing and teaching. Tradition, however, was starting to change in the newly unified Italy. From
an early age, Montessori began to challenge socially constructed barriers placed on her gender.

As a grade-school pupil in Ancona, Maria received average marks. When she was twelve,
her family moved to Rome where Maria's educational opportunities expanded. At the age of
fourteen, Maria became very interested in mathematics.  Because of this interest, she decided to13

study engineering. It was not socially acceptable for female children to attend technical school,
but Montessori's parents pushed for their child's admission. At this point in her educational career,
it was her mother more than her father who supported Montessori's non-traditional educational
aspirations. After attending classes at a technical school for boys, she was drawn further into
science and decided to pursue a degree in medicine in 1890. The exact process that allowed her
entrance was not entirely recorded.  Excerpts from what is recorded reveal Montessori's tenacity:14

[She] managed to obtain and interview with Dr. Bacilli, head of the Board of Education.
When he informed her in quite definite terms that it would be impossible for her to carry
out her project, she thanked him politely, shook hands cordially, and quietly remarked," I
know I shall become Doctor of Medicine." Thereupon she bowed and went out.15
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Her determination did not stop there. She petitioned Pope Leo XIII who issued a statement
endorsing Montessori's application to medical school.  Once accepted to medical school, she16

tutored fellow students and received some scholarship aid which supported her during her medical
school years.  17 18

The First Female Physician in Italy
Her years at The University of Rome's medical school served to test not only her intellect

but also her perseverance and character. She was sometimes isolated from peers either through
gender-biased rules or by negative peer reaction to her admission to a previously all male
profession. Montessori did not dwell on the negative reactions she received from some male
students; however, negative peer response is documented.  Isolation from her peers during19

cadaver dissections was especially difficult. Because of cultural restrictions at the time, male and
female students could not be present together in the cadaver room during dissection. The situation
was as follows:

Her practical work in the dissection room had to be done by herself; and this meant that
she was obliged to pass many hours alone amongst the corpses, very often in the evening
after darkness had set in. It needed a good deal of determination to carry on in such a
macabre setting. Furthermore, her way was made still more difficult on account of the
opposition of her father, who disapproved of the career she had chosen. 20

Whatever opposition she received from students and her father seemed to be counter-balanced by
many of the faculty who showed their support by nominating Montessori for scholarships.
Montessori's devotion made an impression on many of the faculty, one who related a time when
Montessori was the only one to show up to a lecture on a tremendously snowy day. He delivered
the lecture to her despite her courteous suggestion to postpone it until others could make it to the
University.21

Montessori's persistence began to pay off. At the end of their first year of medical school,
all students were required to deliver a scholarly paper in front of university officials and anyone
from the public who wished to attend. On the day that Maria was to deliver her paper, a friend of
Alessandro Montessori persuaded him to go to hear his daughter's speech. After the speech "her
father found himself the center of eager congratulations from all sides at having such a
daughter."  After this point, the opposition by her father subsided considerably. Her medical22

school career continued, and after defending a thesis on July 10, 1896 she was conferred the
degree of doctor of medicine and surgery. Maria Montessori, therefore, became the first female
physician in Italy.  23

Speaking Engagements: Finding a Niche
During her first year out of medical school, Dr. Montessori was chosen to represent the

women of Italy at the International Women's Congress held in Berlin on September 20, 1896
where she spoke in support of the woman worker; in 1900 she attended a similar event in London
where she spoke out against child labor.  During this time, she was also appointed resident24

doctor at the Psychiatric Clinic in the University of Rome where she worked with "feeble-minded"
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(mentally-challenged) children. She saw the children's needs as something larger than just a
medical problem to be treated clinically. She viewed the situation of these children as a social
problem needing to be addressed systemically as well as medically. Through her observation of
these children, she began to realize that they had nothing with which they could stimulate their
minds or otherwise educate themselves. She began to speak out and advocate education for these
cast-off children. Montessori's speech at a pedagogical conference in Turin in 1899 included
strong statements such as "defective children were not extrasocial beings, but were entitled to the
benefits of education as much as - if not more than - normal ones."  A state "orthophrenic"25

school, or school for the feeble-minded, was set up as a result of her interest in this population of
children. Dr. Montessori was director of this school from 1899-1901.

In 1901, she left her position to pursue more course work and eventually to experiment
with her educational ideas in a classroom of "normal" children. Montessori had wondered what
was holding back the "normal" children if in some cases her class of "idiot" children were
performing up to the standards set for "normal" children.  In order to pursue this line of inquiry,26

she enrolled in courses in philosophy, psychology and anthropology at the University of Rome
where she was still a lecturer. During this year, she also gave birth to her son Mario out of
wedlock. The events surrounding her child's birth were kept a secret, and she was astute at
handling the situation in such a fashion that it did not significantly upset her public image or her
career.  Mario was raised outside Rome by family friends. Montessori visited often, but it was27

against her family's wishes that the child should be publicly recognized as hers. After Dr.
Montessori's mother's death in 1913, the child accompanied Montessori nearly everywhere.28

During the early 1900's, Dr. Montessori also took more course work at the university.

Back to the University: The Method Emerges
Dr. Montessori's study between 1901-1906 began with the works of physiologists and

psychologists Jean-Marc-Gaspard Itard (1775-1838) and Edouard Seguin (1812-1880). Itard is
most often associated with his studies with "Victor," the wild boy of Averyon. Their work
stemmed from Jacob Rodriguez Periera's influence (1715-1780).  Periera was a contemporary of29

Rousseau and founded a free school in Bordeaux in the 1750's. His work on sense-training,
particularly that of touch, in the education of deaf-mutes inspired Rousseau's extension of sense-
training in "normal" children. Rousseau and Periera were neighbors, and Rousseau was a frequent
visitor to Periera's school.  Itard also studied deaf-mutes. Seguin was Itard's disciple and opened30

a school for "deficient" children in Paris; he later emigrated to the United States. When
Montessori could not obtain an Italian translation of Seguin's work, she translated a copy of the
book's French edition into Italian.  Since the original was over 600 pages in length, she put31

herself through the task in order that, "[she] might have time to weigh the sense of each word,
and to read, in truth, the spirit of the author."  In 1902, she spoke of Seguin's work at a32

pedagogy conference in Naples. What impressed her most about his work was that he had made
the connection that if working individually with "retarded" children helped their growth
significantly, then a system of education that valued the individuality of "normal" children held the
potential for a great human regeneration not yet realized through traditional education.33
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Montessori's affinity for Seguin's work lay not only in their shared medical backgrounds but also
in the context from which he worked. Seguin writes that his own work was a "striving for a social
elevation of the lowest and poorest by all means and institutions; mainly by free education."  His34

approach to learning is described below:
Seguin's methods began with the training of the muscular system and the senses, through a
variety of exercises and activities. Then he led children from the education of the senses to
general notions, or understandings, and from general notions to abstract thought.
Physiological education of the senses had to precede the development of the mind.35

This succession of thought differed from Itard's because Itard did not strive toward abstraction in
his work with Victor.  Further, Seguin differed from Froebel, criticizing him for stifling the child's36

thought processes by concentrating more on imitation rather than what was "creative in human
thought."  Montessori extended Seguin's respect for the creative force in human thought. For37

Montessori life was energy; the energy found within children's spontaneous development had the
potential to transform society to a more humane community.  She picked up where Seguin left38

off which was to create a scientific system of education that recognized and respected this
universal energy found in children.  Montessori writes:39

The school must permit the free, natural manifestations of the child if in the school
scientific pedagogy is to be born. This is the essential reform. . . . That concept of liberty
which must inspire pedagogy is. . . universal.40

Extending what she saw as the potential for the regeneration of human society through children,
she expanded her interests in the "feeble-minded" child to an interest of how her work and
Seguin's ideas would carry over into a scientific pedagogy for "normal" children. She writes:

To me, however, the boys from the asylum had been able to compete with the normal
children only because they were taught in a different way. They had been helped in their
psychic development, and the normal children had, instead, been suffocated, held back. . . .
While everyone was admiring the progress of my idiots, I was searching for the reasons
which could keep the happy healthy children of the common schools on so low a plane
that they could be equalled in tests of intelligence by my unfortunate pupils.41

This inquiry became central to the focus of her work. While she did acknowledge her admiration
for the work of Itard and Seguin, and the strong impact their work had on her own, she was also
quick to correct reporters who tried to compare her to Frederick Froebel (Father of the
Kindergarten Movement).

A London Times reporter once tried to equate Dr. Montessori and Froebel pointing out
that both Montessori and Froebel believed that freedom in education was vital to their work.
Montessori replied: 

Ah, but whose freedom? Froebel's not the child's. He came to the child with his philosophy
about the child. I go to the child to get mine. He imposes his imagination on the child....
The imagination must be the child's. He must first of all see clearly. Then out of the whole
world of metaphors and comparisons he may choose what he likes.42

She saw her own work as an extension of the potential found in Itard and Seguin's work. This
genealogy of influence would serve to put her slightly out of step with many educators of the day
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who were more familiar with the progression of thought of Locke (1632-1704), Rousseau (1712-
1778), Pestalozzi (1746-1827), and Froebel (1783-1852).  As part of her responsibility to the43

university, she read many theses from many pedagogical standpoints as well as completed course
work that covered the more common educators and philosophers; Montessori found a special
affinity to the work of Itard and Senguin, however, and consistently attributed them as having the
strongest influence on her work.  44

From 1904 until 1908, she lectured in the Pedagogic School of the University of Rome.
She taught anthropology in education during this appointment. In 1910, she published a volume
entitled Pedagogical Anthropology. The basic tenet of the book states, "that the nature of
education should follow from an understanding of the nature of the child to be educated."  Much45

of the book is out-dated as the field of anthropology has advanced immensely since the turn of the
century. At the time, however, it was a major work in her unfolding scholarship. 

At the university, she was a popular lecturer partly because of her use of props to
demonstrate her point. In addition to her appointment at the University of Rome, she also
occupied the Chair of Hygiene at the Magistero Femminile in Rome from 1896-1906. This was
one of the two women's colleges in Italy at that time. Periodically, she also published her research
in medical journals. Most of her research during this time involved nervous disorders found in
children.  In 1906, she was appointed to the board of examiners for the degree of natural science46

in anthropology. During the years 1901-1906, she also practiced medicine in Rome hospitals and
clinics as well as maintained a small private practice. Additionally, she served on the Italian Red
Cross as a medical assistant. The years 1901 to 1906 were ones of increased educational growth
for Montessori both personally, and professionally.47

The First Children's House Opens
All these events prepared her for the opening of the first Children's House in the San

Lorenzo quarter in Rome on January 6, 1907. The San Lorenzo area of Rome was a slum. Poor
nutrition, inadequate sanitation, and crime were characteristic of this area. While parents were at
work, children were noticed wandering about and involving themselves in vandalism. The director
of the tenement had heard of Montessori's work with the "feeble-minded" and her desire to
centralize her work more fully on a population of "normal children." Much to the disapproval of
some of her scientific colleagues, she took the opportunity she saw before her at the San Lorenzo
tenement, devoting herself to this project to the exclusion of nearly all else.  From 1907 onward48

she actively developed the materials, environment and training courses which would collectively
become known as The Montessori Method. 

Fine Tuning the Method: Writing it all Down
Montessori rooted her educational pursuits on her medical background and extended her

medical experience into the classroom. The method she had developed between 1913 and 1918
was a work in progress; Dr. Montessori experimented with an educational system that had
personal growth, personal liberty, and community responsibility (in the form of emphasizing
parental involvement) as its focus.  During her early years at the Children's House, she fine-tuned49
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three specific facets of her system. The first aspect of her work involved her perspective on the
role of the child both in the classroom and, subsequently, in society. The second major focus
worked out the specific role of the teacher. The third facet explored the potential for the
classroom environment and was extended to include the child's family environment. For
Montessori, these three constituents worked together to create an interaction conducive to a more
humane society.  50

Montessori believed that, "the first educational influence upon a child should have as its
object the guidance of the child along the way of independence."  For Montessori, the child51

needed the freedom to develop at her own pace. Only in an environment that nurtured
spontaneous and self-guided actions could a society move forward from servitude to another into
a more rich and just association with one another. Montessori writes that, "where there are
servants, social conditions in which we live are still servile."  She saw her classroom as a space52

where children could develop at their own pace and were presented with material to develop their
own personhood, not merely their intellect. She saw that teaching children to stand in lines, to
limit their activity in the classroom and the way in which they spontaneously helped one another
was training for servitude. As previously quoted, Montessori believed in a need for the child to
have freedom to move around in the classroom and she believed that this freedom was vital to her
educational experiments. She did not discredit traditional organization, for instance standing
children in line. But means of organizing had to have a purpose beyond simply confining the
"spontaneous activity" of the children in the classroom. Montessori writes:

Arranging children in lines, as is done in ordinary schools, and giving each one his own
place, and expecting them all to remain still...can come later as a lesson in collective
education.53

According to Montessori, in traditional education, as well as parenting, teachers and parents instill
too much dependency in children both at school and in the home. A parent, for instance, who
insists on feeding the child rather than teaching the child to feed himself, "insults the child's human
dignity."  Both unnecessary servitude to the child and unnecessary rank and file organization in54

schools "place obstacles in the way of a life which is unfolding...and one who has too many
servants becomes increasingly dependent upon them and eventually their slave."55

For Montessori, "if teaching is to be effective with young children, it must initiate them
into those kinds of activities which they can perform themselves and which keep them from being
a burden to others."  By nurturing a child's human dignity to seek independence instead of56

dependence, Montessori hoped to accomplish a mind set where a child may say to herself, "I do
not wish to be served because I am not helpless, but we should assist one another because we are
social beings."  Montessori envisioned a world where the fortunate would naturally care for the57

less fortunate, a world in which resources would be shared and a place where children could lead
the way in the development of a more equitable society. A key to nurturing liberty in the
classroom, for Montessori, included providing the space for a child to explore and develop his
intellect spontaneously, according to his own pace. The teacher played a vital role in the child's
learning process by maintaining the classroom's environment of freedom and choice.  Montessori58

was so completely committed to the cause of children's liberty, fair treatment and educational
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growth that she and a small group of other women petitioned the Vatican for creation of a
religious order devoted to "the cause of the child."  Their petition was rejected.59

From the beginning her method recognized the spiritual development of the child as
important to the entire growth of the child. Though Catholic, Montessori was not perpetuating
any particular religious view, but rather an intrinsic inclination in the child to guide and develop
his own internal learning process, his spirit of learning, throughout life. She saw the "energy" of
the child a potent force for the transformation of humanity into a more peaceful, respectful, equal
community. She writes:

The energy that can help mankind is that which lies within the child...It is foolish to hope
or even to imagine that theoretical reforms or individual efforts could fill so great a void as
that which has been made in the world through the oppression of children...Within the
child lies the fate of the future...A child is mysterious and powerful and contains within
himself the secret of human nature.60

Montessori held high regard for the individual human rights of the child and felt strongly that
society ought to value the child more carefully. She writes:

The social rights of children must be recognized so that a world suited to their needs may
be constructed for them. The greatest crime that a society commits is that of wasting the
money which it should use for children on things that will destroy them and society itself
as well....61

Additionally, in her writing, Montessori refers to the "mission" of parenthood as one that should
focus on improving the human rights of children. She writes:

Parents should be concerned with the great social question of the day, the struggle to gain
a recognition of the rights of the child....Parents still shout at their children....Adults think
they have a natural right to punish a child, and a mother thinks a slap is a duty....But is
there anything so mean as to insult and beat a child? Man's conscious in this regard has
certainly been dulled.62

Montessori's classrooms reflected her regard for the child's individual growth and the child's right
to choose his own work. The child had a wide range of choices to make within the constraints of
the materials offered and the need to share materials or occasionally wait for the teacher to give a
lesson on a new piece of work. All furniture was child-sized, and the classroom was not gender
selective. In other words, regardless of gender, each child learned how to sew, to serve lunch, to
clean up and to be nurturing toward each other as well as the plants and animals in the child's
environment. Montessori believed that the teacher should be well-trained in the developmental
stages of the child as well as the materials present in the classroom.63

In addition, the teacher's role was one of a vigilant observer who watched the children
working and could tell when a particular child was ready to build skills further or take on a new
challenge. For Montessori, the teacher must be willing to respect the child's own learning instinct
and must be flexible enough to respect the child's uniqueness. As Montessori states, the teacher
was one who:

must bring not only the capacity, but the desire, to observe natural phenomena. In our
system, she must become a passive, much more than an active, influence, and her passivity
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shall be composed of anxious scientific curiosity, and of absolute respect for the
phenomenon which she wishes to observe. The teacher must feel her position of observer:
the activity must lie in the phenomenon.64

For Montessori, "The pedagogical method of observation has for its base the liberty of the child;
and liberty is activity."65

Building on her belief that "liberty was activity," Montessori supported an internal
discipline structure for the classroom. Out of respect for themselves and each other, the children
would choose not to interfere in another's work or to be disruptive. The teacher was not to instill
fear in the children because Montessori saw this as contrary to the pursuit of the child's personal
liberty, and she also believed that this "traditional" mode of disciplining was out-dated.
Montessori writes:

It would seem to me that children are very well disciplined indeed when they can move all
around in a room in a useful, intelligent, and free fashion without doing anything rude or
unmannerly.66

As children learned to move about taking care of themselves and assisting each other, the teacher
was more free to expand the boundaries of the classroom space. Montessori's program included
caring for the earth and animals. Montessori believed that gardening provided many educational
opportunities as well as allowed the children the opportunity to be outdoors in the fresh air.
Additionally, children cared for animals as a way of teaching responsibility, compassion and
respect for life.

Montessori saw the education of the child as training for life. In addition, the education of
the child was to be a space where greater human potentials could be explored. Her educational
ideas included the parents as well. They were invited to visit as they wished and were required to
meet with the director weekly to discuss the development of their child. Montessori had a great
respect for the parents and the educational development of the family as a whole; for Montessori
the Children's House was "a school within a house."  67
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Entertaining Visitors: Other Points of View
Dr. Montessori's work brought much attention from all over the world as teachers visited

Rome for Montessori training. Florence Elizabeth Ward of the Ohio State Teacher's College spent
time in Rome witnessing Montessori's methods in practice to gather information for a summer
course she was to teach in 1912. She describes the Montessori environment as follows:  68

Doctor Montessori recommends, first, a wholesome school environment in which are
provided suitable chairs instead of spine-curving seats, fresh air and sunshine, nourishing
food and comfortable clothing; broad, open spaces and earth to dig in; plants to water and
pets to feed, and, since physical strength like moral fiber comes only through actual
struggle, gymnastic apparatus upon which growing bodies may stretch and balance. (This
includes a suspended rubber ball to push for arm development, a fence for climbing, a
spiral staircase, rope ladders and swings.)

Second, careful and frequent biological tests and measurements, made for the
purpose of detecting and endeavoring to overcome every physical defect, thus freeing the
child from handicap and protecting society against the possibility of weakness perpetuating
itself through heredity.

Third, the child is taught scientific truth regarding his body and given definite
instruction as to its care, which develops a reverence for it and tends toward personal
purity and health.

Fourth, through definite training in motor control and muscular coordination,
tension is removed, and poise and serenity result.69

Ward thought the schools in the United States could benefit from her observation of the
Montessori system. She concludes that: "Our American children, with their nervous buoyancy of
spirit and their fund of nervous energy, need careful attention along these lines."   70

During the summer of 1909, Dr. Montessori began writing her methods in a book entitled
The Method of Scientific Pedagogy Applied to the Young Children in the Casi dei Bambini which
was later re-named The Montessori Method. Her book was translated into English in 1912, but
she was already the topic of popular discussion in the United States. Five thousand copies sold in
one day; 17,410 copies were sold the first year, making it a best-seller and replacing Jane Addams'
book Hull House in terms of sales.  J.McV. Hunt notes in his 1964 introduction to a new edition71

of The Montessori Method that "Americans were among the first to become interested, and their
interest rapidly exploded into a social movement."  This movement was short-lived as J.McV.72

Hunt illustrates with the following synopsis of Montessori's coverage by the U.S. press. He states:
Jenny Merrill first described Montessori's work in the December, 1909, and March, 1910,
issues of the Kindergarten Primary Magazine. The year 1911 brought six reports of
Montessori's work. The number rose to 54 in 1912, and then jumped to a maximum of 76
in 1913. Then the explosion appears to have rapidly subsided: in 1914 the number of
publications declined to 55; they dwindled to 15 in 1915, to eight in 1917, and amounted
to less than five the year thereafter.73

Hunt documents the flurry of activity surrounding the Montessori visits of 1913-1918 in the
passage above as he also mentions that the interest in her work rose rapidly, reached a quick
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climax and then quickly subsided. As seen in this chapter, well before her visits to the United
States she was already a prominent public figure. By 1911 the governments of Italy and
Switzerland had adopted her methods in their public schools. Two model schools existed in Paris.
England was in the process of adopting her schools and India, China, Mexico, Korea, Argentina
and Hawaii were planning the opening of schools. Additionally, by 1919, Montessori's method
book was translated into: English, French, Russian, German, Spanish, Rumanian, Danish, Dutch,
and Chinese. In 1919 Montessori selected 250 students out of a pool of 2000 applicants for one
training course in London. In an additional set of lectures, 1500 people attended one lecture series
and 2700 people attended another. Her work was also placed in the Vatican library by Pope
Benedict.74

A Summary and a Look Ahead
Early in her childhood, Montessori demonstrated hard work and determination. As her

education continued, she exceeded societal expectations and became the first female physician in
Italy. Upon graduation she represented her country in speaking engagements in Europe. She
extended her knowledge in the medical field to the social realm and became an advocate for
improved health, educational and social conditions for children. Through studying children in the
slums of Rome, Montessori began to enter the field of education framed by her scientific training
in observation and careful methodology. She was a physician first. She maintained a small private
practice and continued course work, publishing in the field of medicine as well as education. She
began teaching her methods courses, which were a work in progress during the early 1900's.
Though beginning with a population of "feeble-minded" children, Montessori extended her
method to the education of "normal" children. Her method at that time concentrated on three
main points. First the role of the child was central to the educational process; second, the teacher
was to act as a watchful observer ready to assist the child's next inquiry; third, the environment
was to be prepared so as to allow the student the greatest possible freedom in which to educate
himself. All these components worked together for what Montessori saw as a great educational
experiment in the unfolding possibilities for the education of humanity.

As news of her experiment spread, Montessori began to receive visitors from Europe as
well as the United States. Because of increasing interest in her work, Montessori scheduled a visit
to the United States in 1913. This section provided a brief historical account of Dr. Montessori's
life up to her 1913 visit. The next section will explore several of the lesser known nuances of the
social foundations of education during this same time period. Without first describing the
historical environment of Montessori's first visit, her introduction and subsequent experiences in
the United States between 1913 and 1918 may seem out of context.
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Chapter Two

Industrialization, Immigration and the "Need" for Efficiency:
Introducing The Schools' Response

I, however, differed from my colleagues in that I felt that
mental deficiency presented chiefly a pedagogical,

 rather than mainly a medical, problem....

The school must permit the free, natural manifestations of the child
if in it the school scientific pedagogy is to be born....

- Maria Montessori

Into the early twentieth century, both immigration and industrialization became
increasingly important issues to the school establishment, especially in cities like New York where
immigrant populations were most concentrated.  From 1899 to 1914, there was a 60% increase75

in New York City school enrollment; inside the classroom it was not uncommon to find anywhere
between 60-80 children.  The swell in population warranted a reaction from the school76

establishment:
By 1900 the ethnic and religious composition of America had changed drastically. From
1891 to 1920 over 17 million immigrants and their children enrolled in the schools. They
were often considered a threat to the traditional way of life; therefore, school programs
were enlisted to "Americanize" the immigrant children.77

This swell in enrollment posed serious problems for classroom teachers' methods as well as
educational administrators' issues of management and control.  The schools were responding not78

only to the need to expand language and job skill acquisition to a rapidly increasing numbers of
students, but also to "elaborate its selective function because of the increasing numbers going on
to some form of post-primary education."79

Selective conditions were affected by one's social status; "social class...exert[ed] great
influence on who was selected for which job."  Assembly line methods became particularly80

important to industries, such as the rapidly expanding motor car industry, increasing the number
of jobs the cities had to offer; there was however, low prestige associated with such jobs and
increasingly less upward mobility for employees.  Organizational techniques such as "scientific81

management" aimed at producing the most efficient product from the most efficient methods of
employee training were increasing in popularity with the schools' burgeoning bureaucracies
concerned with producing loyal citizens capable of supporting the growth in industry.  Increasing82

immigration compounded an already difficult time for the schools.
Minutes from the NEA superintendents' meetings for the year 1913 identify four major

goals for education namely: physical - "preparing the body for usefulness;" vocational -"preparing
for useful and effective support ...related to self-support;" civic/moral - "train[ing] for effective
participation in group life;" cultural - "fit[ing] the individual with effective participation
in...activities...of civilized life."  Present at similar meetings in 1915 were businessmen who83
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supported collaboration of superintendents with business and aimed to more narrowly define the
goals for schools at that time; one such man commented:

The business world and the schools need to get together... for the promotion of mutual
interests. It is proper to say that the schools are like factories turning out graduates,
which, in turn, become employees...and may be considered the raw material of
business....There are certain business ethics which may be reflected throughout school life,
...turning work in on time, making delivery to the customer at the time promised, keeping
the product up to a standard degree of excellence, always endeavoring to increase
sales....All businessmen should realize that they should first co-operate with the eugenists
in an effort to provide the schools with sufficient grey matter to make it possible to
develop the proper amount of intelligence.84

As stated in the passage above, outside agendas manifesting themselves in the public schools were
neither value-free nor random. As described in subsequent sections, this period of time marks the
rapid instigation of many issues the schools in the United States had not previously dealt with on
such a large scale.

The NEA bulletins from this time period offer an overview of the topics of most concerns
to administrators at this time. For instance, in the same NEA bulletin there are critiques of
innovative school programs (e.g. Gary, Indiana) as not including enough "vocational training," as
well as articles advocating open air classrooms in order to include anemics. Another article
endorses corporal punishments for delinquents while maintaining an empathetic tone that
delinquents should be better served through the schools.  In four years of NEA proceedings85

(1913-1916) there was no significant discussion questioning definitions of efficiency, business
interest or liberatory democratic goals for the schools. What follows is a summary of issues found
over and over in educational conversations of this time period. Highlighting key issues from this
"mainstream" conversation is needed to accentuate Maria Montessori's additions to, and attempts
to become a part of, this conversation.
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Highlighting the Educational Conversation in the United States 1913-1918: 
Assimilation and Scientific Efficiency 

Revolution in technology, increasing concentration of people in the cities, and the
restructuring of economic and political institutions resulted in the formation of large bureaucratic
agencies in business and school arenas. In light of the need for specialized training in the cities the
rural "jack of all trades" was becoming obsolete. As seen in the passage from the previous section,
"efficiency" was in the forefront of the minds of those governing the school establishment. The
movement from folkways to "science as a pervasive source of authority" permeated the schools as
well as in the community where "lay community control gave way to the corporate-bureaucratic
model under the auspices of 'taking the schools out of politics.'"  Schooling became increasingly86

important "as the gateway to favored positions." During the early part of the twentieth century,87

schools "bridged the gap between family and the organizational world beyond to create an "urban
discipline"."88

This movement of urban discipline was not random or value free. Often reflecting many
agendas at once the goals were similar: first, assimilation for the "foreign element" into loyal
citizenry and, secondly, the production of the efficient, obedient workers.  Reformers such as89

Harvard's president Charles Eliot expressed open support for a system of education that would
reproduce what he identified as the four classes of people he saw as needed to support a
democratic society. He viewed schools as the institution that would preserve and protect this
structure. Consider the following quote from his 1908 address to the Harvard Teacher's
Association:

There are four layers in civilized society which are indispensable, and so far as we can see,
eternal : a thin upper one which consists of the managing, leading, guiding class- the
intellectual discoverers, the inventors, the organizers, and the managers and their chief
assistants: next, the skilled workers, whose numbers are growing with the application of
technology to production; third the commercial class, the layer which is employed in
buying, selling and distributing and finally the thick fundamental layer engaged in
household work, agriculture, mining, quarrying and forest work.90

According to Eliot and his followers, the best classrooms of the democracy were ones where
"graded classes and strict examinations [would bring] healthy uniformity, hard work, and moral
indoctrination."  91

 With like-minded sentiment, influential public school administrator and Stanford
professor, Ellwood P. Cubberley details the permanence of the position to which a student
entered the school by saying:

"No longer can a man save up a thousand dollars and start a business for himself worth a
chance of much success. The employee tends to remain an employee; the wage earner
tends to remain a wage earner."

Reflecting the need for more laborers to support factory work he continues that:
"success is higher up the ladder now than it was a generation ago, while the crowd at the
bottom increases every year."  92
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The schools were rapidly having to adjust to the increased need for differentiated labor during a
time of increased immigrant population and increasing nationalism reflecting escalating tensions in
Europe.
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Consolidating Power: The Agenda of Boosting "Americanism" 
In addition to protecting the social status of the major shareholders of the school system

(i.e. the business and cultural elite), some reformers concentrated their efforts on the fear of the
immigrant "foreign" presence in the United States. Advocates of compulsory attendance laws and
an "Americanization" agenda of the curriculum often argued that:

[some] families like those of the poor or foreign born were failing to carry out their
traditional functions of moral and vocational training. Immigrant children in crowded
cities, reformers complained, were leading disorderly lives, schooled by the street  and
their peers more than by Christian nurture in the home. Much of the drive for compulsory
attendance reflected an animus against parents considered incompetent to train their
children. Often combining fear of social unrest with humanitarian zeal, reformers used the
power of the state to intervene in families and to create alternative institutions of
socialization.93

The need to produce loyal, obedient citizens fueled some "progressive administrators" of the time
who saw a homogeneous citizenry as a more productive and efficient work force adding to the
stability and growth of the nation's economy.  If the home was not going to socialize efficiently,94

then the school would have to. Still other reformers of the early twentieth century had stronger
economic reasons for wanting a more scientifically sound and efficient curriculum. Through the
early twentieth century, leaders justified the consolidation of rural schools and the centralization
of city schools in an effort to impose "ideological and organizational consensus in search for order
in heterogeneous populations."  Professors of educational administration were instrumental as95

they:
gave the stamp of university approval to elitist assumptions about who constituted good
school board members and to the corporate model of school organization. They tried to
develop "scientific" ways of measuring inputs and outputs in school systems as a tool of
management, and to elaborate ways in which the school might rationalize its structure and
curriculum to fit new industrial and social conditions.96

Collectively, the efforts of "elite business and professional men, university presidents and
professors and some 'progressive' superintendents joined forces to centralize the control of the
schools"; subsequently, small boards of "successful people," delegated experts to support "urban
progressivism."  This movement "glorified expertise, efficiency, and the disinterested public97

service of elites."  Schools, foundational to democratic participation and upward mobility, were98

becoming increasing influenced by those in power, thus skewing and limiting both equality of
education and opportunity for those not in a position of power or cultural privilege. 

In 1893, for instance, there were 603 central school board members (an average of 21.5
per city); by 1913 there were 264 members (an average of 10.2); by 1923 the median was seven.
The school called on "administrative progressives" to conduct surveys or advise as experts.
Among the most sought after administrative counsel in 1913 were: David Snedden
(Commissioner of Education in Massachusetts), Ellwood P. Cubberley (Stanford), George Strayer
(Teachers College), and Edward Thorndike (Teachers College).   Wage earners and women99 100

were "grossly under-represented" on these boards; in 1916 for instance, more than three-fifths of
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members of city committees were male merchants, manufacturers, bankers, brokers, real estate
men, and doctors and lawyers.  By 1918 all states had enacted compulsory attendance laws;101

however there were many exceptions related to work permits and local options granted to
children whose parents wished them not to attend.  The school had also responded to the102

interests of the business professionals in 1918 who supported The Cardinal Principles of
Secondary Education issued by the Commission for the Reorganization of Secondary Education
because it stressed preparation for life (e.g. industrial and domestic skills) as the most important
curricular goal. This 1918 school reform de-emphasized strong academic courses which had been
the focus of the 1893 Committee of Ten Report.  As seen in following sections, the intersection103

of ethnicity, gender, creed, economic standing and one's ability to assimilate and to have equal
educational opportunity through the schools had particularly complex and difficult implications
for the newly arrived immigrants from Southern Europe. The sorting mechanisms developing in
the schools additionally fueled these difficulties.

The Junior High Schools Play a Role
In 1910 with the formation of the junior high schools and the wide adaptation of the

Stanford-Binet ability tests, curricular differentiation could be socially as well as scientifically
imposed on children before high school.  By the time the pupil entered high school, he/she was104

efficiently placed into his/her proper curriculum, thus maximizing the efficiency of the high school
to educate both the college track pupil as well as the masses who would be supporting the labor
force with the skill of their labor:105

[the junior high schools] have also been able to anticipate and therefore facilitate the
differentiation process which occurs more fully in the high school. . . educationists find it
difficult not to direct students, even if that direction is under the guise of advice.
Furthermore if 'scientific' reasons can be put forward to justify particular kinds of advice
then teachers will use those reasons and that is why testing became so important in the
schools....106

If the mechanisms of testing and tracking were fair, that is to say a response for the school
establishment to fill necessary occupational role through reasonably unbiased testing regardless of
race, class or creed, perhaps it would be easier to see how these methods described above fit the
model of democratic government the schools were supposedly trying to uphold. Such fairness
simply did not exist masked behind veils of "scientific reasoning," "expert advice," and "guidance
counseling." Schools then represented governing for the few by the few, not governance for the
people (i.e. society at large), by the people. The work of Edward L. Thorndike and Lewis M.
Terman, key leaders in intelligence testing, "provided the scientific operators of public schools
with the foundation they needed for their judgement."  For some ethnic groups, such as Italians,107

the demarcation of "adolescence" as a separate entity in one's development did not fit the cultural
constructs of that group; this contributed to delinquency rates as well as a lack of trust toward the
school establishment by some parents who were already feeling that the schools threatened their
family belief structure.  The intersection of ethnicity and schools will be discussed in more detail108

in the section on Italian immigrants. 
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Intelligence Testing to Support Social Efficiency and Curricular Differentiation

Intelligence testing gave the educational system the "scientific" appearance of fairness
because it did not overtly differentiate according to color, class, race, creed or gender. The tests
were not designed for blind fairness, however. Consider the following social view put forth by
Thorndike. He writes:

By selective breeding supported by a suitable environment we can have a world in which
all men will equal the top ten percent of present men. One sure service of the able and
good is to beget and rear offspring. One sure service (about the only one) which the
inferior and vicious can perform is to prevent their genes from survival.109

Terman further supported his views by writing:
The racial stock most prolific of gifted children are those from northern and western
Europe, and the Jewish. The least prolific are the Mediterranean races, the Mexicans and
the Negroes. The fecundity of the family stocks from which our gifted children come
appears to be definitely on the wane. . . . It has been figured that if the present differential
birth rate continues, 1,000 Harvard graduates will at the end of 200 years have but 50
descendants, while in the same period 1,000 South Italians will have multiplied to
100,000. [emphasis mine]110

Immigrants in general were easy targets, but as emphasized above, Italians were particularly
singled out. Previously Eliot's four "layers of a civilized society" were explicated. Namely, the
managers, the skilled workers, the commercial class and the "thick fundamental layer" engaged in
manual work. Along similar thought, Terman suggests five such classes. The five levels of society
were supported by scientific tests, according to Terman, and were a natural result of one's
heredity and not of social environment; further, one's level of intelligence corresponded to the
level of work one was able to perform with most efficiency.  He writes:111

. . . an I.Q. below 70 rarely permits anything better than unskilled labor. . . . from 70-80 is
preeminently that of skilled labor, from 80-100 that of skilled or ordinary clerical labor,
from 100-110 or 115 that of semi-professional pursuits; and above all these are the grades
of intelligence which permit one to enter the professions or the larger fields of business.
Intelligence tests can tell us whether a child's native brightness corresponds more nearly to
the median of 1) the professional classes, 2) those in the semi-professional pursuits, 3)
ordinary skilled workers, 4) semi-skilled workers, or 5) unskilled laborers. This
information will be of great value in planning the education of a particular child and
also in planning the differentiated curriculum here recommended.[emphasis mine]112

The Stanford-Binet intelligence test fit Terman's model five-class system. Information needed to
do well on reflected "knowledge" acquired from Noah Webster's Blue-back Speller, and
McGuffrey's Readers; the child having access to these books was at an advantage to the newly-
arrived immigrant child.  Considering that over half the children in the United States at this time113

were either immigrants or children of immigrants, the discrimination built into the test was
significant. In addition to "developing questions that were based on presumed progressive114

difficulty in performing tasks necessary for achievement....[he found that] the occupational classes
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fit his hierarchy."  The "differentiated" curriculum, then, supported by Thorndike, served to115

reproduce the social status as well as educational status into which a student was born.  Both116

Thorndike (above) and Terman (previously) equated lower morality with lower intelligence.
Terman states:

All feebleminded are at least potential criminals. That every feebleminded woman is a
potential prostitute would hardly be disputed by anyone. Moral judgements, like business
judgement, social judgement or any other kind of higher thought process, is a function of
intelligence.117

With sentiments such as those expressed by Thorndike and Terman, it is not hard to see how a
Northern European, Pan-Protestant background would be an advantage over others. As seen
above, efficiency in the schools was supported by the administrative progressives who were often
closely linked to industry and the needs of business. As supported above, through "scientific"
testing, "particular advice" in the way of guidance counseling, differentiated curriculum and the
"need to Americanize" the school establishment was able to "preserve and protect" their interests
and reproduce a "natural" hierarchy of "democratic" society. Society reproduces itself both
culturally and biologically. When Thorndike stated that in order to preserve society, the "inferior
and the vicious" should "prevent their genes from survival," he was not making an idle threat to an
isolated section of the human gene pool. He was speaking of and supporting the "science" of
human Eugenics.

Purging the Gene Pool: The "Science" of Eugenics
The Eugenics movement in America began with Charles Benedict Davenport under the

auspices of Carnegie Institute of Washington to support a human genetics lab at Cold Spring
Harbor on Long Island in 1904.  Edward Thorndike served on The Committee on Inheritance of118

Mental Traits; another committee on Deafmutism included Alexander Graham Bell; a Committee
on Sterilization and a Committee on the Heredity of the Feeble Mind also existed.  Together119

these committees took a leadership role in identifying persons who carried "defective" germ-plasm
and disseminating the propaganda that became necessary to pass sterilization laws. For instance:

 . . . .Between 1907 and 1928, twenty-one states practiced eugenic sterilization involving
over 8,500 people. . . . The use of sterilization for punishment reached the point where
laws were introduced calling for sterilization for chicken stealing and car theft, as well as
prostitution.120

The underprivileged and/or the newly arrive immigrants with little command of English and an
inability to do well on standardized test were easy targets. Appendix I shows a handout from the
Second National Conference on Race Betterment supporting a race of "human thoroughbreds."
Appendix II shows forms of propaganda used to support eugenic selection. Item one is part of a
standardized test in which students were asked to identify "the prettier." The correct answer
according to Stanford-Binet test makers were the figures most closely representing Northern
European features. The second item is an excerpt from general psychology book put forth by
Henry E. Garrett who was both a student and colleague of Thorndike.  The item shows both the121

"good and the bad" heredity in a family. The "good" side is depicted as a "worthy quaker," the
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"bad" is "a feeble-minded tavern girl" complete with full lips, and dark hair and offspring with
horns which will lead to "hundreds of the lowest types of human beings."  This diagram122

originated with Henry Herbert Goddard, who was a pupil of then popular psychologist,  G.
Stanley Hall. During this time Edward Ross (a leader in standardized testing) "took a strong
public stand supporting sterilization laws."   123

Teachers Kept from Knowing the Whole Story
While the upper echelon governing the educational establishment handed down tests and

curricular reforms to the teachers, often the agents of the system such as the classroom teacher or
the guidance counselor were unaware of the larger mechanism at play. As will be discussed later,
teachers were often removed from decision making positions and were taught to serve the
hierarchy.  In addition, teaching textbooks were often didactic in nature lacking the basis for124

intellectual speculation that would lead teachers to explore the social foundations of schooling.125

Though alternatives and critiques of the administrative progressives existed, as will be explained
in a later section, they were peripheral and often not consistently linked to key strategic positions
of either politics and/or industry whose agendas were well organized and mightily carried out. To
orchestrate such bureaucratic maneuvering in a "democratic" system of education was certainly an
interesting trick:

...[O]ne way to ease the dilemma (or conceal the trick) is to make the system more
elaborate-but in its horizontal not vertical divisions. Another is to justify any
differentiation that might occur in it by reference to 'scientific' testing. A third way is to
'massage' the pupils through the system by guiding them in what appears to them as the
way they ought to go.126

All three of these factors "concealing the trick" operated in the U.S. schools during the early
twentieth century. These factors, compounded with the threat of being accused of being a
"disloyal" citizen, left little room for mass, organized protest.

The Italian Immigrant in the "American" School: Assimilation at Work   
In New York in 1910, the number of Italians topped the other immigrant groups and

within their own group, Italians were concentrated in New York more than in any other state. Of
the 1,343,125 Italians in the U.S. during 1910, 472,201 (roughly 35%) resided in New York.127

From 1900 to 1910, their numbers increased faster than any other immigrant sub-population
except Russians.  In 1910, 78% of Italians in the U.S., were of the peasant or contadino class;128

most from southern Italy.  Of these, 64.9% were farmers or farm laborers; 22.2% were women129

and children with no trade indicated and 0.2% reported holding a professional occupation while in
Italy.  Because this sub-population from Southern Europe was visually darker skinned than most130

of the immigrants from Northern Europe, and because these Italians were most often Catholic,
assimilation was harder for this group than for the Northern European Protestant groups who had
come before.131
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In addition, assimilation policies in the schools were problematic for Italian immigrants
who did not come to assimilate as much as to work for a few years and return to their country
with increased wealth to distribute to their family.  Compulsory attendance laws were not well132

understood by new-comers, and often students were confronted by unsympathetic classroom
experiences.  Largely due to irregular attendance patterns, language difficulties, and cultural test133

biases, Italians averaged an 85 on Intelligence Quotient (IQ) tests, giving this sub-population a
63.6% retardation rate; this was the highest for any immigrant group at that time.134

In addition to assimilating into "American" culture, the Southern Italian, because of his
more rural, peasant familiar sense of culture, values and religion, also had increasing problems
fitting into the more modern Northern Italian culture of Italy's own early twentieth century.135

Once in the United States, these difficulties were exacerbated. The dichotomy between "old
world" traditions and "new world" ways are described below:

There was undoubtedly fear of indoctrination of alien concepts, and the peasant felt rather
keenly the danger to his traditions. But the most overt area of conflict arose in the
economic and social patterns of family life.... The prospects of compulsory school
education for their children threatened the very foundations of orderly family life....Under
the southern Italian cultural patterns, all children were useful and effective members of
their families from an early age....More acute was the parental reaction where it concerned
school education for girls...the separation of the girl from her customary functions within
the home was...economically disastrous.136

The Southern Italian then was having trouble assimilating into the industrializing society at home,
as well as in the United States. As seen above, the child in the Southern Italian family was
expected to contribute to the economic growth of the family at an early age. Further, the female
children were expected to learn the lessons of domestic duty which enabled the males to work
outside the home. Compulsory attendance laws were seen as taking the girl away from her duties
to family and, therefore, seen as problematic to many of the newly arrived Southern Italian
immigrant.  137

Unfavorable Sentiments Expressed Toward Italians: Assimilation or Rejection
Ill sentiment toward immigrants in the schools is demonstrated through many in the

educational establishment, including Ellwood Cubberley, who had a strong influence on teachers
and administrators during the first part of this century. His tainted regard for the immigrants
included calling them "thrifty but ignorant, and usually wretchedly poor; ...they are often lacking
in initiative and self-reliance; and they lack the Anglo-teutonic conception of government by
popular will."  Edward Ross, a leading sociologist, described them as "cheap stucco manikins"138

and as "beaten breeds" who were either "elbowed aside or left behind in the swaying of the
mightier European races."  Arguing further that given these "facts" it was no wonder why these139

immigrants could not "take the place of the granite men who fell at Gettysburg and Cold Harbor,"
G. Stanley Hall, President of Clark University, regarded the immigrant children as "an army of
incapables."  Ross further stated that "the Southern Italian has a bent for murder."  Jane140 141

Addams regarded the Southern European immigrant as "primitive," "illiterate," "unskilled,"
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"clannish," "simple," "credulous," and "ignorant."  She notes that the number of arrests of142

immigrant children is double that of native born.  She saw hope for the Italian child if the143

classroom teacher would begin to validate the child's culture in the schoolroom and if the parents
validated the teacher's attempts to educate the child to our "American" ways.  Teacher's144

criticism of Italian children in the classroom is seen in the following quote:
. . . Italian children were usually more crude in manner, speech, and dress than non-Italian
children....It was common for Italian boys and girls to leave school to help out the family
income. Parents were openly opposed to the long educational period of the elementary
school.... Boys and girls were truants.... These children, especially the boys, were a source
of constant irritation to teachers.... These children were disliked both by teachers and non-
Italian pupils.... They created difficulties for the school.145

A lack of understanding of this population's family structure and work ethic permeated the
"difficulties" encountered by this group. By and large, Italian children were taught at home and
worked for the good of the family in order to return to Italy with increased wealth and status.146

Little communication existed between the educational establishment and the Italian communities.
The climate of the schools at that time "demand[ed] total assimilation, for Anglo-conformity,
many educators went further: nothing less would satisfy them from assaulting all forms of cultural
difference, than creating a sense of shame at being, 'foreign.'"147

This systemic mechanism of "shaming" foreigners into assimilation was both efficient and
stealthy as documented by the work of journalist Adele Marie Shaw who "witnessed an outward
homogenation of newcomers" in her report on her visits to twenty-five New York City schools. In
a classroom near the Brooklyn Bridge built for twenty pupils she saw sixty-five children of many
nationalities. Children of recent immigrants "eagerly imitated the other children." She writes:

 "I saw the small class a few days later," she [Shaw] said, "and the two were already
melted into the rank and file and were losing their distinctly foreign look." Like the other
children, they soon "begin to be ashamed of their [ethnic name], and will revise its spelling
in deference to their friends' linguistic limitations.... Down in Marion street a dark-eyed
son of Naples who came last spring as Guiseppi Vagnotti appeared in September as Mike
Jones." The photographer accompanying her was startled to find that the ethnic "types"
had vanished in "the extraordinary homogeneousness of the upper-grade children."148

The systemic annihilation of both individual expression and ethnic identity in the schools is
documented by others as well, and it is beyond the scope of this project to delve into all of their
findings.  Shaw like others observed the school establishment's systemic response of dealing with149

expansion in the schools both in number and ethnicity. Southern Europeans were often viewed as
a threat. As we will see in the next section, the educational consequences experienced by Italians
and other immigrant groups during the early twentieth century were a direct result of anti-
pluralistic policy set forth by members of the dominant culture.

Collectively, these policies were aimed at attempting to assimilate the immigrant children
into "good, efficient and hard-working" citizens as narrowly defined by those governing the
assimilation mechanisms operating on the schools of the early twentieth century.  Where the150

children did not fit the standard, the standards were lowered or the "problems" were eliminated;
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special classes with minimal opportunity for student advancement were set up to increase
classroom efficiency and management procedures.151

In addition to policy set forth, the media fed a sensationalized, generalized fear of the
Southern Italians through articles found in leading magazines like McClure's. One article states:

Many of their [Northern Italians] national traits are singularly like our own, for they are
honest, thrifty, industrious, law-abiding, and good natured. The Italians from the extreme
south of the peninsula have fewer of these qualities, and are apt to be ignorant, lazy,
destitute, and superstitious. A considerable percentage, especially of those from the cities,
are criminal....They are stubborn and distrustful. They are the same as they were a
thousand or more years gone by.152

The article continues to generalize the Southern Italians citing a few examples of just how
"treacherous" the "Sicilian Mafiuso" can be. No doubt there was criminal activity during the time
of this article, but the article treats all southern Italian immigrants as an organized entity. Noting
this generalization of Italians during this time period, one author mentions that police kept records
of those with darker skin and features that were believed to be Italian; he calls much of the
newspaper accounts of Italians "alarmist."  The reporter writes:153

During twenty-nine years of residence in New York, I have found two causes that operate
for the blackening of the Italian name in respect of crime: the sensationalism of the yellow
press and the ignorance and recklessness of the police recording arrests. Almost every
dark-skinned European, not speaking English, who does not wear the Turkish fez, is put
down on police records as an Italian, and thus the Italian is condemned for much of the
crime committed here by persons of other nationalities.154

Both in policy and public opinion the Southern Italian was mentioned in negative context. Little
evidence was found in this study to document an honest and/or consistent effort by the school
establishment to understand the needs and concerns of the Italian immigrants in New York City
during this time period. Ethnic origin continued to be problematic for newly arrived Southern
Italians.

Teachers, Parents and Students: Affects of "Scientific" Management of the Schools 
Teachers were particularly vulnerable during the early twentieth century. Teachers were

cultured to be subordinate and pass on the subordination to their charges: "Teachers will teach
chiefly as they have been taught, and will manage pupils as they themselves were managed during
the course of their education."  Though teaching was one of the few employment opportunities155

openly embracing women; it was not without limitations. As one writer at the turn of the century
put it: "women [were] often preferred by superintendents because they are more willing to comply
with established regulations and less likely to ride headstrong hobbies."  Women worked for156

nearly less than half of what men were being paid for the same job. In addition:
Social customs required women to adopt certain roles-to be docile, perceptive of feelings
rather than strong of intellect, content with subordination rather than ambitious, timid
rather than adventurous-that fit them well to obey superiors in the one best system.157
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Some districts went so far as to set forth policy barring women from joining associations that
would lead to the principalship:

Philadelphia schools created a "School of Pedagogy" limited to men and adopted a rule
that only men would be hired in the top two grades of the boys' grammar school. The
Commissioner endorsed a strong stand for the restoration of the element of masculinity.158

In a bureaucratic system where men ruled women and women ruled children, upward mobility
was already difficult for the common woman. But in an increasingly bureaucratic system where
"scientific" measurements of efficiency and performance were also tools in the hands of the
"progressive" administrator of "expert" status and public notoriety, it was even more difficult for a
teacher to take a stand against injustices imposed on her or her students.
 In addition to all these conditions, the early twentieth century was a time where it was
"dangerous to be a teacher whose conformity and patriotism were in doubt."  Reflecting the era159

of the "Red Scare," in 1917 Cleveland Superintendent Spaulding made recommendations to fire
teachers "'whose sympathies are proved to be with our country's enemies;"' [further], a teacher did
not have to express disloyalty in words, 'since teachers influenced pupils merely by the convictions
and fundamental desires of the ...heart.'" If it was exceedingly difficult for teachers linked to the160

school establishment to speak up, imagine the difficulty of immigrant children and parents to exist
in such a system. Some Italian parents resented the school's right to interfere in the education of
their own children; in other cases parents were ridiculed or felt that the school was taking their
children away from them.  Perceptions of school and home's overlapping cultures continued to161

be a complex issue working itself out in many different complex ways. If parents supported
assimilation there were programs to help aid assimilation; if parents resented the "progress"
coming along with assimilation, then communication between home and school remained
difficult.  162

  
Immigrants, Teachers, Schools and the Courts: The Attempt to Strike a Balance 

Issues of immigrants' beliefs, teachers methods and political agendas also intersected in the
courts during the early twentieth century. Two cases demonstrating the types of conflict evident
are the Meyer case in Nebraska and the Pierce case in Oregon. In each, the court was called in to
settle a clash between what had become the differing agendas of the traditional Pan-Protestant
"American" values and the "foreign" immigrant. As seen below the courts favored individual
rights over the states' blanket rights to mandate the agenda of the schools:

Nebraska had mandated that English be the language of instruction for all subjects. When
a teacher (Meyer) taught German to a fifth grade boy, court action was taken. The U.S.
Supreme Court ruled the teacher's action constitutional, thus reversing the state mandate.

In Oregon the state legislature passed a law requiring children between eight and
sixteen to attend only public schools. This was struck down in Pierce as a violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment rights of the private school plaintiffs.163

Differences in language and religious practices were issues that the United States had not
previously dealt with on such a large scale. The schools were responding in the light of intensified
curricula to boost Americanization. As in the cases above, the courts were called in to strike a
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balance between hard-core traditionalists and new-comers trying to preserve their culture and
exist in a democracy not always willing to embrace cultural difference. 

A Complex Response to a Complex Problem
In summary, the increasing urbanization and industrialization of the United States in part

created a situation that was new to this country's educational system. The increasing acceptance
of science as legitimated truth also compounded the differentiation processes taking place in the
early twentieth century schools. Though this study concentrates on the United States, other
nations such as Britain, France, Germany, and Russia were also attempting to address the burden
industrialization and urbanization puts on a country's school system.  164

As seen earlier in this section, compulsory attendance laws and the increasing
consolidation of schools added to the power elite bureaucrats had over the school systems.
School boards became smaller and salaries increased disproportionably for the men running the
bureaucracies and the women serving it. As we have seen some boards went so far as to create
policy barring female participation in organizations that would result in career advancement
toward principalship. Through mandating who could serve on school boards and how teachers
and students were to be judged, elite interests in the schools were preserved and protected while
the common man's and woman's interest were grossly misrepresented. Immigration and poverty
status exacerbated the unfair differentiation one received in the schools. During the increasingly
nationalistic period of the early twentieth century, "foreign" status was particularly scrutinized as
was teacher loyalty to indoctrinating proper citizens. Tensions between the Anglo-Pan-Protestant
citizen and the immigrant citizen sometimes made it into the court room as in two earlier
examples. In such cases the courts attempted to strike a balance between the differing groups,
taking each case individually. 

Further, while there were peripheral criticisms and alternatives put forth by some
progressive educators and liberal reformers, the administrative progressives were operating the
sorting machine. They were linked to the monetary capital necessary to support the growth of
their agendas and were for the most part linked to positions of power either at the University, in
the community, at a place of business or all three, enabling them access to create policy and
actions to support their agendas. This is reminiscent of the university power structure today as
even in the case of this project there are administrative rules governing how this work is to be
disseminated. In the interest of graduation students may be coerced into following policy they are
against choose to fight. But in Montessori's day, Cubberley argued it was the duty of the school to
correct the immigrants' "backwards" ways; Eliot, and those of like mind, took the opinion that the
social reproduction of the four classes were necessary to maintain order in a capitalist democracy.
With the perpetuation of scientific efficiency, expert management, and the issue of National
loyalty, the administrative "progressives'" governing bodies held the political arsenal to disperse or
destroy most opposition.   165

As discussed earlier, being female, foreign, working class, non-Protestant, or not of a
"traditional" family would alone be enough to pose serious problems of access and credibility with
the educational establishment during this time; however, Montessori was all of these things.
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Viewing Montessori's introduction and subsequent interactions in light of the idiosyncracies found
in this particular time period adds deeper context to her experiences in the United States. 
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Chapter Three 

Montessori's First Visit to the United States - 1913:
Events and Interactions Surrounding the 1913 Visit

I have seen here, men of affairs, great politicians preoccupied
with the problems of trade and of state, cast off like an uncomfortable garment

the burden of the world, and fall into the simple forgetfulness of self. 
- Maria Montessori

Montessori's 1913 visit was orchestrated by Samuel S. McClure and the prominent
Washingtonians Alexander Graham and Mabel Bell. As early as 1911, McClure had featured her
schools in his magazine, McClure's.  In a thirteen page article written by Josephine Tozier in166

1912, Montessori's schools in Italy are described in great detail including 12 pictures of the
Montessori classroom, students, materials and one with Montessori as well. The article accents
Montessori's methods of teaching self reliance to children and further explains the materials
Montessori developed for sense training in great detail. Careful attention is given to the
connections between the steps of Montessori's methods. Because Montessori's book had just
became available in English at the time of this article, Tozier's work gives the interested a taste of
Montessori's book that become a best seller in 1913. Her tone throughout the article is genuine
but not overly zealous and she uses many quotes from Montessori throughout her piece. The
article mentions that the didactic material was going to be available for sale that same January and
that there would be a training course led by Anne George sometime over the winter in both New
York City and Brooklyn. 167

In a ten page article the following June entitled, "The First Montessori School in
America," Anne George describes her interest in the Montessori school stemming from her
experience as a primary teacher. She went to Italy to witness Montessori's work as described to
her previously through an Italian friend's letter. After taking Montessori's eight month training
course, she began the first Montessori school in the United States in Tarrytown, New York. The
article describes her process of setting up and maintaining her Montessori classroom. She explains
Montessori's methods throughout the article. The article is complete with pictures and
explanations of the use of the materials. It is complimentary of Montessori's work and documents
the success of George's classroom.  168

In a similarly complimenting article published in 1913, Ellen Yale Stevens updates the
reader about the progress of the movement in the United States and invites correspondence from
readers. In addition, Stevens has included the names and abbreviated addresses of adults from the
United States who were currently registered for the up-coming Montessori training course. She
mentions that Miss Bagnell had assumed the position previously held by Miss George at the
Tarrytown school.  The article does not mention that Anne George was working behind the169

scenes under McClure's influence in order to help secure Montessori's then upcoming December
visit. 
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In August of 1913, an editorial written by Dorothy Canfield Fisher in another popular
magazine (The Outlook) addresses what Fisher believes to be a reader's misunderstanding of
Montessori's definition of imagination. Fisher explains that while Montessori does speak out
against nonsensical, "silly" stories told to children in the form of nursery jingles that really do not
make any sense; she does at the same time promote the use of crayons, blocks, colored pencils,
and outside the use of sticks, stones and sand to use as the child sees fit so long as he does not
interfere with other children's work or playing. In this way, the article supports Montessori's
notion of purposeful imagination.  170

Arriving on December 3, 1913, Montessori's visit was primarily a series of lectures
focused around her educational ideas and methods recently published and translated into English
in The Montessori Method. During the 1913 visit she spoke before educators, parents, educational
enthusiasts and journalists. She spoke at the Masonic Temple in Washington D.C. and at Carnegie
Hall twice; once she was introduced by John Dewey. During this visit she also spoke to educators
in Philadelphia where she met Helen Keller.  Even though this was Dr. Montessori's first visit to
the United States, her work preceded her. Some, like Jane Addams, had seen Montessori's work
in Europe and came to hear of recent advancements in her ideas. Writers, like Dorothy Canfield
Fisher, and educators, like William Heard Kilpatrick, had added to the public opinion of her
through their written reactions to her ideas. Others like Anne George, who was the first and only
trained Montessori teacher in the United States, had been working on Montessori's behalf for
several years. Montessori attracted interested people from diverse backgrounds and for diverse
reasons.

Following the McClure magazine coverage of the Montessori system, the Bells' interest in
Montessori's work increased.  Mr. Alexander and Mrs. Mabel Bell had a Montessori school set171

up for a small group of children including their own grandchildren at their summer home in Nova
Scotia in 1912.  Interest expanded, and they opened a Montessori school in Washington D.C.172

with cooperation from Harvard's Division of Education.  The school was overseen by Anne173

George (Montessori enthusiast and translator), who was the only American teacher taught by
Montessori and able, according to Montessori, to teach under the Montessori name at that time.  174

The Graham Bells had been significant supporters of Montessori and had helped to
organize and pay for an international training course held in Rome in mid-January 1913;
Montessori taught this course herself in cooperation with the Montessori American Committee,
which included the Bells.  Montessori had approved the Montessori American committee to help175

promote her ideas. In the spring of 1913, the Bells formed their own Montessori school and the
Montessori Educational Association with Mrs. Bell as President; U.S. writer and significant
supporter, Dorothy Canfield Fisher, served on the board as did Margaret Wilson, the president's
daughter.176

In a collection of her letters, Mabel only mentions Montessori briefly. Her letters show
deep concern for her grandchildren, especially in the area of education. In addition, her letters
reveal a glimpse of the gender construct and the attitude toward male children that seemed a
normal part of parenting and grandparenting in the Bell household. During the times of these
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letters, she was very involved in the Montessori movement. She writes her son-in-law, Bert, in
1914:

I am almost jealous of the attention Mr. Bell is giving Melville [a grandson who was living
with the Bells at the time]. He did not devote himself so regularly to his own daughters
but he says there is a difference- Melville is a boy. I wonder what would have happened if
his own boys had lived....I wonder if you realize how deeply I am interested in my
grandchildren, particularly my grandsons. All the plans, the hopes and ambitions that have
laid buried in the graves of my own little sons sprang to life with the coming of each of my
three grandsons.177

To her daughter-in-law (around the same time) she writes:
I wouldn't interfere with Gertrude's [granddaughter] schooling if I were you. After all
everybody has to fight the battles of life and I don't believe it is true kindness to try to
make things too easy for one's children for it unfits them for competition with their
fellows. It isn't simply fighting for one's daily bread. It is fighting for everything that makes
life worth living. Instead of trying to ease Gertrude's school work, I'd try to help her in
another way; don't let her do less work than her school fellows. I don't believe the spirit
evolved by such indulgence would be good for her.  178

To a friend of the family she writes:
I want my grandchildren to be workers and if the Montessori system does not make them
efficient men and women, looking on work as the noblest thing of all, I shall be
disappointed. 179

Mrs. Bell's letters reveal her expectations of schooling for her grandchildren, especially her
grandsons. Hard work, "efficiency," and "competition" were looked on as important educational
goals in the larger society preceding World War I and are also underscored by Mrs. Bell. 

The Bells looked to and invested in the Montessori system substantially both with their
time and money. Mabel Bell spoke for funding, organized and located a larger room for the
school in Washington, D.C. The Montessori Education Society was formed complete with a news
bulletin to publicize the group. Courses were given without Montessori's consent or consultation
on content. This was the case with Myron T. Scudder (President of Scudder School for Girls)
who had invited McClure, as well as faculty from Teachers College and New York University to a
lecture he was going to give explicating the Montessori method.  This troubled Montessori180

because she was not convinced that the information given to the public would be accurate and,
"...the fact that the method has not yet attained to its full development,... it would be premature to
establish training schools which were not under my direct supervision...."  At the same time181

Montessori scheduled a visit to the United States to review the situation of the movement, Mabel
Bell and her husband planned a large reception; 400 people attended to celebrate Montessori's
visit.  She gave lectures in Washington, D.C., New York, Pittsburgh and Chicago.182 183

The movement spread in the United States throughout 1914, following Montessori's
return to Europe. McClure, who had published news of her ideas since the beginning of American
interest, began promoting her and showing her movies without her consent and without paying
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her for their use. Montessori, who was dependent on patrons of her training and her ideas for her
living expenses, felt betrayed and increasingly skeptical of the American interest in her program.184

Another important figure in the United States educational scene who was in attendance
during the 1913 Montessori visit was Jane Addams, who had visited Montessori's Children's
House in Italy between 1910-1914.  While in England, she was struck by the number of people185

living in poverty. The education of the under-privileged motivated both Montessori and Addams.
Addams' biographer details Jane's reaction to the poverty which motivated her early work. Meigs
states:

The sight was something that Jane never forgot - the dark, the flaring lights, the hands -
the hands upstretched everywhere in ravenous hunger for the little food which these
people could afford. Here were the real poor, of whom she had so often thought and
spoken, without ever fully knowing what real poverty was.186

While in Europe, Addams visited Samuel Barnett at Toynbee Hall, the first social
settlement.187

After this trip she began to unfold her plans which became Hull House, opened in 1889; within the
first few years fifty-thousand visitors passed through.  Addams ideas were endorsed early on by188

John Dewey, who respected her work and friendship so sincerely that he named his daughter, Jane
Mary Dewey, after her.  Committed to the plight of the poor, to better social justice, and to189

better access to education, Jane Addams' views overlapped many of Montessori's own concerns,
however there was no significant collaboration between the two even though their concern for the
poor, particularly children, remained central to their work. Interestingly, Addam's book, Twenty
Years at Hull House, (published in 1910) was a best seller until 1912 The Montessori Method,
topped the market.  In 1913 Addams met Montessori again and introduced her at one of the190

1913 lectures.  191

The quotes from both Mrs. Bell and Jane Addams reveal a glimpse of the motives behind
each woman's dedication to social causes like Montessori's. Many of Montessori's biggest
enthusiasts were women who were prominent, but not necessarily powerfully linked to the
educational establishment. As we will see, many who did affiliate themselves with her for various
periods of time, usually went on to involve themselves in their own projects. Though Montessori
was not able to establish lasting leaders for her movement in the United States, she did draw the
attention of a great diversity of people, including another prominent figure, Helen Keller.

During the lecture tour of 1913, Montessori met briefly with Helen Keller, who like
Addams and Montessori was concerned for the rights of the poor and was looking for a systemic
change to remove the suffering she "saw" around her. During a private meeting between Keller's
and Montessori's in a Philadelphia hotel suite in 1913, Anne George translated Italian into English
so that Anne Sullivan could translate the English into American Sign Language for Helen Keller's
response.  This series of necessary but awkward translations made communication difficult.192

After a brief "conversation" in which they are said to have spoken of the promises of socialism for
a better world, they embraced, and Montessori went on to New York.  In Midstream:My Later193

Life, Keller recalls meeting Montessori twice: once in 1913, the second during the Pan American
Exposition in 1915.  194
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In Keller's Her Socialist Years, she writes that her "darkness had been filled with the light
of intelligence and, behold, the outer daylit world was stumbling and groping in social
blindness."  Her community and participation in that community occurred not through the actual195

world, but rather through a vision for the future. Expanding on this vision she writes:
When I think of all the wonders that the hand of man has wrought, I am lifted
up....Nothing on earth is so thrilling, so terrifying, as the power of our hands to keep us or
mar us....With our hands we raise each other to the heights of knowledge and
achievement, and with the same hands we plunge each other into the pit....The limbs of the
world must first be restored....The hand of the world will then have achieved what it now
obscurely symbolizes-the uplifting and regeneration of the race, all that is highest, all that
is creative in man.196

At this point in Keller's life, much of her activity was dedicated to social causes aimed at easing
the burden of the working class. This vision for progress through future generations was mirrored
in Montessori's writing during that time period as well. Montessori writes:

All forms of slavery tend little by little to weaken and disappear, even the sexual slavery of
women. The history of civilization is a history of conquest and of liberation....Even as life
in the social environment triumphs against every cause of poverty and death, and proceeds
to new conquests, so the instinct of liberty conquers all obstacles, going from victory to
victory. It is this personal and yet universal force of life, a force often latent within the
soul, that sends the world forward.197

Montessori's vision and commitment for a more humane world was echoed in Keller's work as
well as those like Addams. Many came to listen to Montessori, but unfortunately no one would
emerge as a strong and consistent leader for her work in the United States during this visit.198

Montessori's work also attracted the attention of popular writers of the time period, such
as Dorothy Canfield Fisher and Florence Elizabeth Ward, who were committed to reporting
Montessori's story accurately.  Though not written by an esteemed "scholar" like Kilpatrick,199

Fisher and Ward's work was well-researched and thoroughly delivered.  Some interests in her200

work during this time had entrepreneurial undertones, others did not. The writing of Dorothy
Canfield Fisher was a zealous undertaking to bring Montessori's ideas to U.S. mothers. Her style
was easy to read and well liked. Mainly due to Montessori's desire for autonomy when it came to
spreading her own ideas, there was, however, poor communication between Montessori and
Fisher.   Their lack of potentially strong collaboration is unfortunate, particularly considering that
Montessori could have used an empathetic translator like Fisher to explain her methods and ideas
more fully to the United States audience. As documented below, Fisher had been one of
Montessori's earliest enthusiasts in the U.S. and continued to spread her interpretation of the
relevance of Montessori's ideas for education in the United States. 

During her winters in Rome, Dorothy Canfield Fisher began to document Montessori's
first interactions with the children of the San Lorenzo tenement.  In the fall of 1912, she wrote A201

Montessori Mother; it was easily and widely read.  Her intent was to make Montessori's ideas202

readily available as a household book. Mrs. Fisher then published The Montessori Manual for
Teachers and Mothers, explaining the materials and their uses.  Montessori rejected the book203
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because she felt that the ideas of her method were over-simplified, and there was also the issue of
royalties she felt due to her.  In 1914, Dr. Montessori's Own Handbook appeared in print; the204

same year The London Times published a letter she wrote about how the apparatus [material]
should be used.  This nonetheless, did not stop Mrs. Fisher from being influenced by Montessori205

or from continuing to write about her work directly or indirectly. Fisher viewed education as the
means by which American citizens could best develop their individual potentials.  This206

underlying educational goal partially explains her interest in Montessori's system. Fisher also
wrote A Montessori Mother (1912), and Mothers and Children (1914); Montessori ideas are also
woven into Fisher's novel The Bent Twig (1915) and her well known children's book Understood
Betsy (1917).  The work (Understood Betsy) is "the story of a pampered city girl who learns the207

value of hard work and responsibility when she moves to a Vermont farm."  Also underlying this208

work is Fisher's belief that "both boys and girls should be raised independent and self-reliant."209

She later expanded these ideas of self-reliance in her 1927 work Why Stop Learning which
promoted adult education after helping to "establish the Adult Education Association."  210

In a collection of selected letters, Fisher writes to Sarah Cleghorn that the "American"
public opinion has a tendency to react to new "stimuli" as a passing "craze." The ephemeral
"fervor" with which "Americans" pick up on the latest fad and then drop it was seen according to
Fisher with interest in "...ping-pong and the Montessori system."211

At one point in her career, Fisher was covering the Montessori story so intently that she
was considering taking an agent to help her balance her writing assignments and keep up with her
growing family. In another earlier letter (1912) Fisher responds to Mr. Paul Reynolds' suggestion
that he be her agent. She states that the conversation about her taking an agent should remain
open. She writes:

... my correspondence is increasing enormously, I have a great many French and Italian
letters to write, in addition to my usual mails because of my connection with the
Montessori movement.212

Her dedication to spreading news of Montessori's ideas was important enough to balance with
raising children and something valuable enough to get an agent. She writes:

My little daughter is growing larger and needs more time and attention; and life in general,
as it always does as one gets older, is getting more and more complicated.... If a literary
agent would be a simplifying factor, and I could afford to employ him.... If you can
convince me, go ahead!  213

In A Montessori Mother (1916), Fisher states that the book is meant to be read by parents and
that her book is meant as a simple way to understand Montessori's ideas. She writes that the
book:

is not written by a biologist for other biologists, by a philosopher for an audience of
college professors, or by a professional pedagogue to enlighten school-superintendents.
An ordinary American parent, desiring above all else the best possible chance for her
children, addresses this message to the innumerable legion of her companions in that
desire.214
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Her passion in telling about the Montessori system was that she viewed it as an alternative to the
increased bureaucratization she saw in the American schools. She writes of the government
regulated school system in 1916:

All really good teachers have always been, as much as they were allowed to be, some
variety of what is called in this book "Montessori teacher." But as the State and private
systems of education have swollen to more and more unmanageable proportions, and have
settled into more and more exact and cog-like relations with each other, teachers have
found themselves required to "turn out a more uniform product," a process which is in its
very essence utterly abhorrent to anyone with the soul of an educator.215

To Fisher, Montessori's approach offered another vision, a fresh perspective, a more palatable
way of educating children and preparing future citizens.

In 1916, four years after Montessori had rejected Fisher's Montessori Manual, Fisher was
still expanding on Montessori's concepts for an American audience. Evidence of this can be seen
in Fisher's book, Self-Reliance, published in 1916. She writes:

every mother nowadays makes an effort to be patient when the fingers try clumsily to
insert buttons in button-holes, and to tie strings; every magazine-reading mother knows
how she shouldn't hurry these processes... further more, little wash stands and bowls in
nursery school, low hooks for children's clothes, the little chairs and tables; for all this, let
it not be forgotten, we have to thank the great Italian educator Dr. Montessori.216

Overall, Fisher complements Montessori's work in her writing making it more accessible to the
"American" situation. Although Fisher was careful to consistently cite Montessori, Montessori
was concerned that her methods had not been worked out enough for others to be interpreting
and writing about them.  217

Montessori would have been lucky if other writers who chose her work as their subject
were as praiseworthy and careful as Fisher. They were not. From 1911 through 1913, The New
York Times articles detailing Montessori's work contain headlines such as: 'Alienist Says They
Make Their Children Egomaniacs.'  This is a little more eye catching title than others that218

appeared from time to time like: 'Training of Children.'  The tone of criticism from mainstream219

academics and writers in upscale magazines such as McClure and Outlook was of a more serious
nature than some of the other articles appearing simultaneously which reported her work as a fad.
Though this study focuses on the United States, it is important to note that Montessori's work did
receive more thorough acceptance elsewhere at this time. In Great Britain for instance, the
Montessori System had a revolutionizing impact on the education of young children primarily
because in Great Britain many of her early enthusiasts were officials who directly ran the school
system.  She did not have such connections in the United States. 220

In the introduction to the American edition of Montessori's book, Harvard's Henry Holmes
seems to have been more concerned with Montessori's gender than her contribution to education.
He writes that her work is: 

remarkable, if for no other reason, because it represents the constructive effort of a
woman. We have no other example of an educational system - original at least in its
systematic wholeness and in its practical application - worked out and inaugurated by the
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feminine mind and hand....[I]t springs from a combination of womanly sympathy and
intuition, broad social outlook, scientific training, intensive and long-continued study of
educational problems, and, to crown all, varied and unusual experience as a teacher and
educational leader.221

After superficially describing some of the features of her work, he concludes that "none of these
things, to be sure, is absolutely new in the educational world. All have been proposed in theory;
some have been put more or less completely into practice." He is vague and terse, without much
detail to substantiate his critique.222

What is interesting about Holmes' comments is that he chose to frame her work as
something other than the mainstream. It was her critics that constructed her work as something
from the "feminine mind." In her writing it is rare to find Montessori calling attention to her own
gender. The critics in the educational establishment in the United States were in the position of
power to interpret her, and to some degree dismiss her work in this way. In concentrating on her
gender, critics like Holmes viewed her work as outside the mainstream thus limiting her access
and influence. Without reviewing the history of feminist scholarship, Montessori's experience was
not uncommon; as supported in the previous chapter, gender stereotypes were serious power
tools during the time in which Montessori was introducing her work.

Dr. Holmes addressed her contributions as he further stated, "No other woman who has
dealt with Dr. Montessori's problem - that is the education of young children - has brought to it
personal resources so richly diverse as hers."  Few scholars in general could have had the223

unique, "richly diverse" experiences that Dr. Montessori had because she had to overcome and
rise above certain male stereotypes of female intelligence in order to prove herself. Often critics
did not take the time to question the subtleties lost to translation, the fine tuning of her methods in
action at many Children Houses, and the larger adaptations of her methods globally. The United
States was far away from the buzzing engagement the Montessori Method was receiving in
Europe. It is striking that gender should be a point of such concern to her critics when she herself
rarely made mention of it.  

William Kilpatrick's The Montessori System Examined demonstrates a further example
U.S. critique toward Montessori's work. In 1914 he wrote:

 Her doctrine of education as unfolding is neither novel nor correct. In the doctrine of
liberty she has made no theoretical contribution; though probably her practice will prove
distinctly valuable.224

In its entirety the critique put forth by Kilpatrick is superficial. Kilpatrick claims that John Dewey
read the manuscript, though as will be seen, Dewey's interpretation of Montessori was
significantly different than Kilpatrick's.  In the U.S. during the 1913 visit, however, the225

academics Holmes and Kilpatrick were less insightful and thorough than entries found in
McClure's or Outlook magazine, while the newspaper accounts of her methods were often
incomplete or sensational in tone.

 As seen in this section, Montessori's visit to the United States in 1913 was arranged to
promote her new book and her popular ideas. Though she attracted a diversity of people and was
sponsored by prominent figures in the U.S. social circuit, Montessori was not strongly linked to
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the educational establishment in the United States at this time. Written responses to her and her
work vary. In general, upscale magazines such as McClure, represented her work thoroughly in
the early years, often quoting directly from her in person, or from her book. Newspaper articles
were inconsistent in their representation of her. Some factual articles appeared, such as a book
review of The Montessori Method. More often than not, titles were sensational in tone and
content was sparse. Response from the educational establishment, particularly from administrators
and university faculty was not thorough in 1913. As mentioned previously, Kilpatrick's well read
critique was not heavily referenced or deep reaching enough to aid an interested reader trying to
gain an insightful discussion of Montessori's ideas and their implications for "American"
education. Other sources such as Holmes' introduction diverted attention away from a scholarly
discussion of Montessori's educational experiment and directed the reader's attention toward
tangential discussions of gender.

As highlighted in this section Montessori's strongest supporters were often women who
were working as Montessori was, for a more humane world. Jane Addams, Mrs. Mabel Bell,
Helen Keller and writers such as Dorothy Canfield Fisher often travelled long distances to hear
Montessori speak. Fisher remained in Italy for an extended period of time in order to follow the
progression of the Montessori story; Bell invested large amounts of time, money and energy
orchestrating Montessori's visit. Each interaction illustrates Montessori's diversity of appeal,
except to the educational establishment. Often these women dedicated themselves to the
progression of Montessori's ideas for a period of time, or as in the case of Keller, drew inspiration
for her own projects through the narrative Montessori came to recount.

Thematic to Montessori's experience in the United States, a single leader working for her
unyielding interest did not emerge. As previously mentioned, in other countries such as Great
Britain, she was invited by high ranking governmental and educational officials. Such was not the
case in the United States which no doubt affected her interactions here. Her visit was supported
by high-society members who by and large wanted the best, newest educational ideas for their
children, or in the Bells' case, their grandchildren. This popularity among the elite is ironic
considering Montessori's system began as an educational experiment in the San Lorenzo slums.
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Chapter Four
Events and Interactions Surrounding the 1915 and 1917-1918 Visits

Our children are noticeably different from those others who
have grown up within the grey walls of the common schools.

Our little pupils have the serene and happy aspect
and the frank and open friendliness of the person
 who feels himself to be master of his own actions. 

- Maria Montessori

The Bells and the 1915 Visit
In 1915 Montessori returned to the United States; Mr. Bell had replaced Mrs. Bell as the

president of the Montessori Educational Association (MEA).  A number of associations had226

sprung up across the country, and they competed for resources and differed on political
matters.  Montessori was steadfast that her ideas be disseminated fairly; this added to the227

fracture of the association's attempts to spread her ideas.  In an attempt to gain control of the228

spread of her ideas in this country she issued a memo, "General Regulations for the Formation of
an Authorized Montessori Society."  The Bells interpreted Montessori's actions as a lack of trust229

and were confused by Montessori's sudden need to secure autonomy, because they had been her
longtime supporters. It was the Bells, after all, who had secured 700 members to the Washington
group and had printed a monthly bulletin about the group's progress; Montessori did not want the
bulletin sent out until she inspected it.  Because Montessori was often travelling, the Bells felt230

that Montessori needed to let them decide whether or not the bulletin was ready to be sent.
Montessori disagreed.

At the same time, people like McClure had recently shown her movies and given talks
without her consent and was drawing profit from these events. Montessori who was now
supporting not only her son, herself and her assistants was also supporting an elderly father.
Language barriers and the open market system of doing business in the United States made
Montessori increasingly skeptical of the authenticity of U.S. interest in her. Montessori's 1915
visit was a time of attempting to establish tight control of the movement. Her worst fear was that
someone other than herself would begin to teach training courses in the United States. As stated
earlier, Montessori continued to see her method as a work in process, an experiment, one in
which only she could train the teachers accurately. Additionally, she continued to approach her
process of education as one would experience in a religious order, so she had no interest in
sharing her power, position and "calling" as "mother superior" with anyone less qualified than
herself. During this visit she went so far as to issue a statement that the only teachers she would
recognize as official Montessori teachers would be those who took the training course from 1913
onward; this excluded many, including Anne George, whom she feared had become too loyal to
the Bells.  231

While all this activity was happening on the east coast of the United States, Montessori's
primary focus during the 1915 visit was to participate in the Panama-Pacific International
Conference (the World's Fair) in San Francisco, California. While her participation in the World's
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Fair is the topic of the next section I mention it here to show how hectic this visit was for her. 
She wanted to spend as little time as possible on squabbles over power, money and resources. Her
answer was to re-affirm her autonomous position on the dissemination of her ideas. In an effort
not to have to fight control battles again she, additionally, established The National Montessori
Promotion Fund (herself as president; Helen Parkhurst, her classroom assistant and confidant, to
be in charge of the New York chapter); this new association had direct links to the company
supplying materials and to additional funding sources.  232

Before the circumstance with the Bells, Anne George or Helen Parkhurst could be worked
out, and while Montessori was attending the Panama-Pacific International Conference in 1915,
Montessori received news of her father's death and returned to Italy, leaving her son Mario in
charge of her general business in the United States.  This would only serve to make an already233

frustrating time more difficult for both Montessori and her enthusiasts in the United States. 
In summary, Montessori's experience with the Bells echoes her larger reception in the

United States. Where people were interested in her method, they usually had their own ideas
about how her ideas should be adopted. Money and power were seemingly always factors in the
early introduction of Montessori in the United States. Further as mentioned in chapter one,
Montessori regarded the child's learning process as universal. She was not interested in tailoring
her methods to fit any particular national idiosyncracy. With her science background, Montessori
believed that such tampering would "taint" the experiment. These attitudes of hers limited the
application of her method in the United States. Additionally, the movement seemed to swell in the
United States before Montessori had trained enough teachers to support the expansion. As in the
Bells' case, when the Montessori method was first introduced it was with strong female support;
as seen above, often the women were not a central part of the educational establishment. Often
the men interpreting her work had not taken the training, assisted with Montessori, nor did they
take the same time the women did to get to know the person behind the ideas. The trend was for
the women to do the ground work, as in the case of Mrs. Bell's fund raising and in the case of
Anne George travelling to Italy to act as a liaison between the Bells and Montessori; the men took
the leadership and directed it in ways seemingly incongruent to the groundwork of the women.234

Even though relations with Montessori continued to become more strained, Mrs. Bell still
remained very active in the Montessori system throughout 1916 when she decided to join the
board of trustees of Montessori's National Montessori Promotion Fund (known as "the Fund")
which was put in place to protect Montessori's own interests in the United States. With
Montessori as president of the Fund, she remained in direct contact with the manufacturer of the
materials used in Montessori classrooms. Mario assumed leadership of the Fund after Parkhurst's
split from the Montessori movement in 1917. Mrs. Bell had sent Anne George to Italy in 1916 to
clarify the relationship between the Bells and Montessori's decreasing support of the MEA, which
was heavily funded and headed by the Bells. As time progressed communication between the
Fund, with its direct link to the manufacturer of Montessori's materials and additional resources,
and the Bells' MEA had become more strained as the MEA was experiencing difficulty acquiring
necessary classroom materials.  As a result of George's visit, the MEA was dissolved, and Mrs.
Bell joined the board of trustees of the Fund. Mario, in his early twenties by 1917 became more
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protective of the organization's direction, and U.S. participation dwindled in the years that
followed.  Meanwhile, the movement spread elsewhere (e.g. India, Holland, New Zealand) and235

Montessori ceased to collaborate with her supporters in the United States; after 1917 she did not
return to the United States except to visit family.  236

The Panama Pacific International Exposition of 1915
Montessori's course during August through October at The Panama Pacific Exposition

was announced in The New York Times as, "the most complete ever given by Dr. Montessori, will
open for observation by eminent educators from all parts of the world."  The committee which237

brought Montessori to the exposition included Dr. David Starr Jordan, then president of the NEA
and Chancellor of Stanford University, and Margaret Wilson, the president's daughter.  The238

conference opening on February 20, 1915 was heavily attended with the gathering at the opening
day reaching 250,000.  In a time of turbulence abroad, many found the exposition a renewing239

time. Characterizing the feeling of the event two visitors write:
Whatever the Panama- Pacific International Exposition has accomplished or may
accomplish will not be found in the products of science and literature ...that have crowded
its spacious buildings, but in the great life currents that have been brought through
national channels into touch with each other;...these currents of life have found like
interests and sympathies and aspirations that have crystallized into lasting fraternalism, and
have contributed to a deepening sense of brotherhood....

But more than all, I was consoled by my visit to the Exposition just at the time
when this frightful war was raging abroad, to realize our happy remoteness from the scene
and the causes of quarrel, and, by contrast, the multiform blessings of peace. That this
Exposition, so successfully brought to a close, may leave on the mind of the people an
enduring prepossession in favor of peace, is my earnest wish.240

Many people writing about the fair expressed similar sentiments of "human-bonding" and
collegiality. The exposition was the twelfth held in history at that time and the third to be held in
the United States. The fair occupied 635 acres on the southern shore of San Francisco Bay. The
exposition was marked by three main groupings: one for the main hall and the exhibits; the second
included pavilions from the 28 foreign nations represented as well as the U.S.; and the third
cluster housed amusements. The cost of the fair was reported as $50,000,000. Building of the fair
grounds began in 1911 with a ground-breaking ceremony by President Taft. The exposition was
dedicated to the commemoration of the discovery of the Pacific Ocean and to the construction of
the Panama Canal.  The commemorating poster "The Thirteenth Labor of Hercules," depicts241

both themes as a large muscular figure pushes apart two immense cliffs and in the background the
Pacific ocean and the fair grounds can be seen.     242

Maria Montessori's classroom was housed in the "Palace of Education." Her classroom
exposition ran from August through November when she left unexpectedly to attend to her
father's funeral. Montessori's exhibit is described a few years later by historian Frank Morton
Todd. He writes:
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Every child was encouraged to develop spontaneously, through natural expression. She
chose the exposition as the best method of conveying her method to the largest number of
interested people in the shortest space of time....About 35 tots of three to six years,
unspoiled by machine pedagogy, were admitted to the little glass-walled school room,
outside which sat dozens of fascinated parents and other spectators....Miss Helen
Parkhurst, of the Wisconsin Normal School at Stevens Point, who had studied under Dr.
Montessori at Rome, conducted the school for the Docttoressa, who had not yet mastered
sufficient English....Coordination, control, judgement were evolved. At the end of 36 days,
many of the children were writing and composing words. Unruly children took on a
business-like air of occupation. It was intended to produce, not a repressed and
standardized child governed from above, but an individual child self-governed.243

While the World's Fair of 1915 marked a positive time for Montessori's method, it was also a time
of personal frustration and loneliness:

She [Montessori] had given up her practice and her university position, and [had been]
supporting herself, her father, and her son on the proceeds from her books, her training
courses, and the materials. She dreamed of an institution in which to carry on her research
with children and her training of teachers, but everyone who offered to help seemed to
want a share of the control as well as the profits. And she was not always the best judge of
character.244

Again timing would prove to be unfortunate for Montessori. To compound the difficulty, she
lacked a professional community of peers. Mario was beginning to assume some of the
responsibility for her work, yet at eighteen he was a follower not an equal. Montessori had
tremendous respect and high hopes for Helen Parkhurst who was invited after the fair to continue
her association with Montessori. Montessori's association with Parkhurst is described in more
detail in the following section. Before she could settle leadership concerns in the United States,
her father died and she returned abruptly to Italy leaving Mario in charge of her business. 

Parkhurst Leaves to Pursue Her Own Interests
Montessori's abrupt departure from the United States further separated her from Helen

Parkhurst who had been a strong support for Montessori. In addition to teaching free of charge,
Parkhurst (with the help of a few other close followers), would receive money from their families
to help Montessori pay the bills. Helen Parkhurst had been in attendance at Montessori's first
international training course in mid-January 1913 and soon became a key player in Montessori's
organization.  As mentioned in the section above, after taking the course, Parkhurst left her245

position at Wisconsin's State Teacher's College and travelled closely with Montessori and she
assisted Montessori in San Francisco setting up and demonstrating Montessori's classroom
surrounded by glass walls through which many observed during the Pan-Pacific Exposition in
1915.  Despite the hard times and internal frustrations of Montessori and her followers, when246

the exposition ended the Montessori class received the only two gold medals awarded in
education.  Due to Montessori's difficult personality and the fact that her whole life revolved247

around her educational involvements, Montessori was a difficult person to live and work with. 
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At the end of 1915, Montessori left Parkhurst in charge of the Montessori system in the
United States.  As time passed and the job of managing the movement here became more248

overwhelming, Parkhurst left to develop her own system; in 1917, The Dalton Plan, surpassed
Montessori's book on the best-seller list as well as gained notoriety in the U.S. as the "newest
focus in child education."  Similarities exist between Parkhurst's Dalton plan and Montessori's249

ideas, as one might expect. The similarities include freedom for each child to work at a
comfortable pace which Parkhurst describes as "independent assignments" and "a laboratory" for
each subject through which children moved freely and consulted the "'specialist' teacher as
needed."  These latter two components of Parkhurst's work resemble Montessori's stations in250

the classroom and the non-invasive role of the teacher.
Despite the fact that Parkhurst spent over four years working closely with Montessori, she

only mentions her briefly in the introduction of The Dalton Plan. Kramer makes note of this point
stating, "Parkhurst mentions Montessori in passing, but nowhere indicates the extent of her debt
to the older woman's thinking."  Montessori's biographer points out that although251

methodologically the methods differ, the "liberty base" for Parkhurst's method "is
Montessori's."  Though the educational ideas specifically with the use of the prepared252

environment differ significantly, Montessori's influence was perhaps more significant than
Parkhurst acknowledged. Dr. Parkhurst's departure marked yet another obstacle for Montessori
since Parkhurst was being groomed by Montessori to be the leader she needed to carry out her
program in the United States.  The fracture in American interest and leadership in 1915 through253

1917 marked the end of the first wave of interest in Montessori in the United States.  254 255

Other Interactions During the 1915 Visit: Montessori and Keller Meet Again at the Fair
Among others in attendance during the 1915 visit was Helen Keller. At one of

Montessori's lectures in California she shared the stage with Keller's own teacher that made more
of an impact on her [Keller] as expressed in the following excerpt from Midstream....Keller
writes:

I met Signora Montessori on two occasions while she was lecturing in America. The first
time in Boston, the second in San Francisco during the Pan-American exposition when a
great meeting was held to celebrate educational achievement. Signora Montessori and
Mrs. Macy [Anne Sullivan's married name] and many others spoke, and Signora
Montessori talked with charming vivacity in Italian and a lovely young lady interpreted
what she said. She was interested to learn that her system and Mrs. Macy's were much
alike....She spoke of the attitude of the church in Italy towards education and freedom of
thought, and the blighting effects of poverty upon childhood. She declared that school life
should be an adventure, the child's spirit must be free. "I would not bind it even to the feet
of God."256

As seen through the lapse in years from the actual event and the telling of it, both women recall
the event as significant. Even as translated through sign, Montessori was remembered by Keller as
a dynamic and inspirational speaker. Though Montessori's ideas were diffused though the
diversity of people who took interest in her in the United States, she did have an effect on the
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people who came to know her. Montessori's words were inspirational and overlapped Keller's
own project of improving worker's rights mentioned earlier. Parkhurst's, association with
Montessori made an impact on her own professional development. Still others addressed her work
in their own writing; it was during her 1915 that John Dewey published his own critique of her
work.

John Dewey's Critique of Montessori Appears in 1915 
John Dewey, who had introduced Montessori during one of her two Carnegie Hall

lectures in 1913, addressed her work carefully in 1915 in his essay 'Freedom and Individuality.'
Though Montessori and Dewey did not share reflections personally, his perspective on her work
in 1915 is significant because it presents the most balanced critique of Montessori's work by an
American academic educator at that time.257

In examining Montessori's scholarship, Dewey credits Montessori for the merit in her
work and her insight into education, particularly the role of liberty in education. He does however
differ from Montessori in three main ways. Dewey's first critique of Montessori's work involves
the emphasis she places on the materials she uses for sense training. Secondly, Dewey places a
more directive role on the teacher's participation in the classroom than does Montessori. Thirdly,
Dewey differed with Montessori regarding the degree to which children's learning processes are
innate and unfold "naturally" in the course of education.  

Regarding materials used by Montessori, Dewey was concerned that situations in the
Montessori classroom were "contrived," and he questioned the role of her materials and their
relationship to "real world" circumstances. Mainly, he was concerned that her emphasis on the the
training of individual senses would not build on one another as Montessori suggested they would.
Additionally, because Montessori emphasizes the individual's use of the materials over shared
experiences, Dewey was skeptical that this lack of peer interaction would foster the type of social
interactions needed to improve society. For Dewey, the classroom materials should be applicable
to circumstances the child would find outside the classroom and the classroom should foster the
social interactions children needed to get along in the world outside the classroom. 

Montessori at that time had just finished documenting her work with very young Italian
children. She believed that materials aimed at refining eye-hand coordination and other sensual
development would make it easier for children to learn more complex tasks in the future. During
this time, Montessori was also adjusting the materials and the method from use with "feeble-
minded" children with whom she focused on self-reliance skills (e.g. buttoning, zipping, tying) to
"normal" children with whom she focused on more complex tasks (e.g. size-ordering exercises,
tracing of numbers and letters, etc.). Montessori built many of her early lessons out of the young
child's need to explore with senses such as taste and touch could be developed by interesting them
in more complex tasks.

She had, for instance, a series of alphabet cards made on which each letter was outlined in
sand. To a young child of two or three, the card was interesting, and because the child could feel
the letter it became a concrete image for the child. Another example Montessori used is that of the
now familiar childhood toy in which one shape corresponds to one hole. At first the child learned
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which piece went where, and over time, this was expanded to naming the shape. Most of the
children Montessori had worked with up to the 1915 visit were pre-school to early primary
students thus accounting for some of Dewey's concern about the "contrived" nature of some of
Montessori's classroom activities for young children. 

Dewey believed in direct training of the child for real world problems. He writes that the
"material should not be limited to training the discriminations and comparisons of a single
sense."  Dewey does note, however, that the use of the material depends on the age of the child258

one is teaching. For Dewey the "materials should be varied enough to offer typical problems
calling for the kind of comparison and discrimination used in ordinary life-situations."259

Underlying both educators' view on materials was the common goal of liberating the mind of the
child so that society could further progress toward a more humane society.

Secondly according to Dewey, future citizens needed more teacher-directed training than
Montessori's method allowed. He writes:

 "Most American educators think that the training of the pupil to habits of right thinking
and judgement is best accomplished by means of materials that present him real problems,
and they think the measures of reality are found in connection with the experiences of life
outside of school."260

Further, it is the job of the teacher to train "the special impulses of action to be developed through
their use in preserving and protecting life in the social and physical conditions under which it
goes."  For Dewey, education needed to emerge from practice in everyday situations and261

problems. He does recognize that young children, like the ones Montessori had just finished
writing about, do need activities that help them master their senses. He also recognizes that young
children may not yet be ready for the extended group cooperation that was, for Dewey, vital to
classroom participation.  For Dewey, growth was a matter of balance and exchange between262

what the child brought to the experience and what the experience offered the child.
For Montessori, "liberty is activity," and as the child develops his or her intellect, the

teacher must interfere as little as possible; rather, this child directs her own movement in learning.
Given the freedom and a selectively prepared environment, the child's own learning process
develops, or unfolds, through the stimulation of the classroom environment. Both educators
placed an emphasis on the child's individuality in the classroom; each educator explored the
subject of balance between the teacher and the child's role in the classroom relationship. They did
differ where to place the philosophical fulcrum between student-directed education and teacher-
directed learning. Montessori's view on the role of the teacher differed as the teacher was to only
interfere when the child needed a new lesson or was in a circumstance of harm. Her suggested
role for the teacher is inextricably linked to her insistence on the liberation of the child's learning
process and is discussed at greater length in the section on liberty.

The third main point of Dewey's critique was related to Montessori's belief that children
had "innate faculties" to be unfolded through a process of sequential exercises that would build on
one another. Montessori suggested that in her classroom because the child learns to move rather
than sit still as he picks and chooses materials, "he prepares himself not for the school but for
life."  The discipline then necessary for this unfolding of the intellect is fostered in the child's263
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character and mannerisms in the classroom and in the interaction with others. This instinct for
liberty, for spontaneous activity which drove the child's own learing process was for Montessori,
"a personal yet universal force that sends the world forward."  To Montessori, preparing an264

environment in which children learned to become more self-reliant would help them become more
responsible citizens building a more equitable world. If children were given the room for their
education to unfold in a stimulating environment, then the teacher would become less of a director
and more of a resource. For Dewey, the learning process was a social interaction in which senses
could not be as easily isolated as he believed Montessori asserted.   

Dewey's interpretation of Montessori's approach to education was limited because of the
fact that only one book and a few of Montessori's pamphlets were translated into English by 1915.
In addition, their backgrounds in education were different. As the first female physician in Italy,
Montessori had come to education through science observing children medically thought to be
"retarded." She believed that more than anything else they were misunderstood and very bored.
From the beginning, her materials came from her scientific "experiment" designed to stimulate
interest of the child and to help the child learn simple everyday skills needed for self-reliance. Her
methods and ideas originated in a different country with different cultural nuances.  Further as265

Dewey notes, they were each working with different populations of children both in age and
mental capacity. Lastly, language barriers contributed to the problem of understanding what
Montessori might have otherwise been able to explain in person (e.g. how she might apply her
ideas to older children's needs). Despite these differences in their educational beliefs, they were
perhaps most closely alligned on their high regard of liberty as a main educational objective. 

 Dewey and Montessori: On Liberty
One of the richest connections in Dewey's and Montessori's work pertains to liberty and

the child. The type of discipline described by both authors exemplify this. Building on her belief
that "liberty is activity," Montessori supported an internal discipline structure for the classroom.
Out of respect for themselves and each other, the children would learn to choose not to interfere
in another's work or to be otherwise disruptive. The teacher was not to instill fear in the children
because Montessori saw this as contrary to the pursuit of the child's personal liberty, and she also
believed that this "traditional" mode of discipline was out-dated. Expanding on her interpretation
for liberty in the discipline of learning, she writes:

It would seem to me that children are very well disciplined indeed when they can move
around in a room in a useful, intelligent, and free fashion without doing anything rude or
unmannerly.266

Dewey echoes this in saying that the child needs room to move and stretch, to exercise muscles
and rest when tired. The schools highlighted in Schools of To-morrow (e.g. Gary, Indiana)
allowed the students choice of activity and materials to work from. Choice within the limits of the
prepared environment allows the student in both cases to become master of his or her own
learning processes.267

Describing the liberating aim for education Montessori writes:
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The child because of the peculiar qualities with which he is born, and because of his
qualities as a social individual is circumscribed by bonds which limit his activity. An
educational method that shall have liberty as its basis must intervene to help the child to a
conquest of these various obstacles. In other words, his training must be such as shall help
him to diminish, in a rational manner, the social bonds, which limit the activity.268

Reflecting the need to maximize the liberty of the child to move around the classroom freely and
choose her own materials, Montessori favored materials that were mainly self-correcting as in the
shape exercise mentioned above. These materials were self-directed, allowing the child to move
freely throughout the classroom with little teacher intervention. By allowing the child a chance to
develop her psyche on her own, Montessori believed that together these children would work
more efficiently toward building a more harmonious adult world with one another. As she
expanded her curriculum to older children, the pupils were given more opportunities to work
together. (A list of Montessori's original educational innovations or ideas which she developed
significantly can be found in the appendices.)

Both educators emphasize, in their views on liberty for the child, the importance of
individual growth as well as peer interactions where the student is free to experience the social
limitations present in community living. Further, it was also important for children to develop
skills for themselves at their own pace. Dewey states that:

 "Liberty for the child is a chance to test all impulses and tendencies on the world of things
and people in which he finds himself, sufficiently enough to discover those things which
are harmful, and develop those which are useful."269

Likewise Montessori believes that education ought to allow ample freedom for the child's
character to unfold in relation with others.  Additionally, both educators support the idea that270

children need the freedom to be children. Liberty to be a child, to experience the "peculiarities" of
childhood, as Montessori called it, is a necessary part of democratic education.  Dewey states,271

"there is much that is 'natural' in children which is also naturally obnoxious to adults."272

Nonetheless, freedom to be a child, to experience childhood, should be a natural part of a child's
education. Both believe the spontaneous activity of children as Montessori called it should not be
harnessed; guided yes, but not squelched.273

Lastly, one of the most progressive ideas both Dewey and Montessori share is the
connection of the outside world to the learning experience. Both educators extend the concept of
a liberatory "classroom" out into the surrounding environment and suggest ways to provide the
opportunity for children to experience the natural world as integral to the educational process. For
Montessori, tending gardens, having children care for animals and even taking their work outside
was all part of the daily routine.  Likewise, Dewey states that by having children learn nature,274

they obtain a "sense of the beauty of nature."  And further, these types of activities can be used275

to "teach humanness" and a general sympathy for animal life."276

Dewey's work at this time appears complementary to Montessori's, in many respects,
especially in the area of liberty. He notes in the end of the piece that:

 "her insistence upon touch associated with muscular movement as a factor in learning to
read, is a real contribution to the technique of elementary instruction and.... that she has
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become an important factor in the popularizing of the gospel of liberty as indispensable to
any true education....[further] he recognizes Montessori as "the voice most influentially
identified at the present time with the ideal of liberty in education."277

Dewey's balanced and specifically documented critique is an interesting contrast to Kilpatrick's
critique of Montessori. Where Dewey supports Montessori's view of the central role of the child's
liberty in the classroom, Kilpatrick dismisses her work as being neither "novel, nor correct, stating
further that, "In the doctrine of liberty she has made no theoretical contribution."  In her278

scholarly work, The Montessori System and The American School, Florence Elizabeth Ward of
Ohio State Teacher's College made the interesting connection between Dewey's and Montessori's
work in 1913.  She writes:

There has probably been no aspect of work like that embodying the ideas of Dr. John
Dewey at the Elementary School of the University of Chicago which has received as
caustic criticism as has the idea of giving the child the privilege of being the active agent in
his own education. Doctor Montessori exhorts teachers to a policy of self-effacement that
has much in common with the views presented by such experimental schools.279

Though Kikpatrick neglected to see the connection Florence Ward points out, it is important to
keep in mind that Kilpatrick's book widely available in 1915. Dewey ideas though more grounded
and complementary were receiving mixed reviews at the time as supported in the quote above.
Dewey ends his essay in a tone of respect for Montessori's work, writing that:

 "[educators in this country] welcome her efforts to secure that degree of freedom in the
schoolroom which will enable teachers to become acquainted with the real powers and
interests of the child and thus secure the data for scientific methods of education."280

Though at this point in their work they differed on the method most suitable for the child, they did
agree that careful attention should be placed on the child, the teacher, the materials and the
environment of freedom they both valued. In fact on the subject of liberty, many interesting
similarities occur. Though he does have points of critical reflection in his reading of Montessori,
Dewey remains collegial, valuing very similar academic sentiments for the role of education in a
democratic society.281

The 1917 and 1918 Visits
 The 1917 visit by Maria Montessori was primarily a family event centered around her son
Mario's first marriage in California. Her only public speaking engagements were to small
audiences of Montessorians. She spoke once in New York at The Child Foundation which was a
Montessori training center and she taught a small course in Los Angeles prior to the wedding. Her
work in this country was supported by a smaller following than she had seen in previous years.
Her son Mario was appointed to oversee her work in the United States. She visited once more in
1918. This was an unannounced visit to see family and a few close friends. After this trip, she
concentrated her efforts elsewhere, particularly in India and was nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize three times before her death in 1952.  282
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Overview of the 1915-1918 Visits and Patterns in the Interactions 
The 1915 visit marked the climax of Montessori's early visits to the United States. The

accounts of her interactions during this time period characterize the diversity of interactions
throughout many facets of the educational climate in the United States. As supported earlier, the
classroom she set up and the training course she taught at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition was the best advertisement and largest audience her method would ever receive in the
United States. Though a time of personal difficulty for Montessori, many previously mentioned
accounts recall the event as a successful one. 

In a complex series of events documented in this chapter, leadership for her method in the
United States remained problematic throughout this visit. In addition her method was not without
need of tailoring to the "American" political and social environment. At this time Montessori was
rigid about the control and dissemination of her ideas reflecting both her training in science and
her belief that the energy and impulses of childhood were universal. Additionally, she was
dependent on revenues from her lectures and courses to support herself, her son, her assistants,
her aging father, as well as her work. As seen throughout this section though her method was not
wholly adopted in the U.S. at the time of her visits and her interactions with key players in the
United States educational establishment were inconsistent. Though her influence is documented in
several instances I have chosen to highlight here, there are many more I have not included.283

The patterns of her interactions with people in the United States seemed to fall into three
general categories. Many found her a source of interest and inspiration. Montessori's interactions
with Helen Keller in 1913 and 1915, and her interactions with writers such as Dorothy Canfield
Fisher demonstrate this inclination. Secondly, as in the case of Helen Parkhurst, educators came
to spend time with Montessori to learn her ideas and then go on to apply them or follow their own
creativity. As documented earlier Montessori viewed such progress as a betrayal. Knowing that
Montessori had dedicated herself to her work as one would dedicate herself to a religious calling
probably contributed significantly to Montessori's feeling of betrayal when her confidants left her.
Thirdly, there was the academic critique of her work. Within the academic critique there were
either those that dismissed her often without ever engaging in her work at length or those like
Dewey which gave her work a careful read.   

I make this distinction in the academic "conversations" surrounding Montessori's work
because often in the literature Eliot, Snedden and Thorndike were considered part of the
Progressive Education Movement synonymously with John Dewey and William  Kilpatrick.  In284

his writing Dewey opposed practices such as standardized testing, tracking, large bureaucratic
control of schools, etc. and should not be linked indeterminately with the work of "progressives;"
as supported above, Dewey's work is, in many ways, more closely linked with Montessori, an
"outsider," than with "colleagues" like Thorndike (et.al).  285

As demonstrated above, there was no simple definition of a "progressive" and
Montessori's difficulties in the U.S. were more multi-faceted than just simply the rejection of some
"progressives." Both Montessori and Dewey exhibit freedom of expression and liberty in their
classrooms at a time when such practices were not commonplace. Further, their ideas for
classroom community were also well matched as were their emphasis on increasing the human
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rights of the child. Because of cultural differences and age-group selection, their ideas on
materials and the role of each individual child's internal learning processes vary. Central to both
educators' work at this time was a liberating classroom discipline, with freedom to choose work,
to develop individually, to cooperate and respect others, to interact with the community and the
natural world outside the school. Lastly, it is interesting to note that both Montessori and Dewey
use the word "happy" to describe children in classrooms where liberty is valued and learning is
made relevant, a goal Eliot, Snedden and Thorndike neglect to include in their "production" of an
"efficient" educational "system." 
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Chapter Five 
Conclusion 

The truth at times appears to be made up of apparent contradictions....
The human personality is shaped by continuous experiences;

it is up to us to create for children, for adolescents,
for young people an environment, a world that will readily permit

such formative experiences.
- Maria Montessori

The history of Maria Montessori's visits to the United States between the years 1913-1918
mark an interesting sculpture of events, interactions and possible meanings. Entering the
"American" educational scene at this particularly socially turbulent period of time, Montessori and
her educational method, or experiment as she herself called it, were odd. This character of oddity
manifested itself in many of the interactions documented in this work.

First and foremost she was headstrong and independent with a deep sense of mission in
her dedication to the child. Secondly, her methods were extensions of educators outside the most
accepted western interpretation of educational philosophy most common at that time. In addition,
she wrote from her vision for the possibility of education, rather than from a point of reforming
what was already there. Though differing significantly in focus and method, other prominent
people, such as Jane Addams and Helen Keller, also worked from an internal vision of possibility
rooted in activism. This way of interacting in the world of ideas is perhaps best supported in more
modern academic writing, such as the body of literature surrounding the work of feminism. In an
age where standardization, tracking, testing, curriculum differentiation, "Americanization" and
eugenics were popular topics among the most sought after educators, Montessori and those
working from a vision of possibility like hers were most definitely out of place and farther
removed from conversations driving the educational bureaucracy of the early twentieth century. 

Not only did Montessori experience the world significantly different than most she
encountered, she also wrote about her ideas in a much less academically accepted style. Though
she had mastered academic writing early in her career as a researcher and doctor, she deliberately
chose a different style for her writing pertaining to her own educational ideas. There was, as is
commonly referred to in the literature, "a mysticism" about her writing. When she spoke of the
spirituality of the child, the unfolding education of the child, she was often vague, and many of her
critics found fault in her lack of definition with regard to the child's "spirit." Montessori, feeling no
need to explain, replied that the only way to understand her work is to see it in action. Her written
words were symbolic expressions of the classroom experience. As mentioned earlier, her whole
educational movement reflected a sense of mission, (similar to participation in a religious order) to
Montessori.

In addition to her idiosyncracies, style and tone, she chose to keep moving forward rather
than occupying herself in battles. In the progression of her ideas in the U.S. as well as other
countries, her implied attitude seemed to rest in the self-assurance that if one conversation closed
down another one would open up for her. Once she was asked why she did not respond to the
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criticism of Kilpatrick. She responded, "If I am going up a ladder, and a dog begins to bite at my
ankles, I can do one of two things -  either turn round and kick out at it, or simply go on up the
ladder. I prefer to go up the ladder."  This type of perseverance, though stubborn and in286

retrospect can be seen as somewhat short-sighted, characterized her personality. 
Though particularly frustrating to the historian attempting to document the hearsay or

journal entries of those around her, Montessori consistently remained a very private person
throughout her life despite her world-wide significance. Though highly protective of her methods,
she was humble in her fame. Though patient, caring and forgiving in her work with children, she
was neither as tolerant nor as tactful with adults. She was an odd character in an odd time of
history. To be a strong-willed female, an unwed parent, Italian, Catholic, and a non-English
speaker would mean something different in another time and place. But Montessori visited the
U.S. during a time when these issues, both socially and politically, were especially charged. For
instance, it would not be until 1920 with the passage of the 19th Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States that women in the U.S. would be secured the right to vote. Additionally, in
an age of prejudice against Southern Italians, against non-Protestants, and to varying degrees
against the working class poor, Montessori's background as well as her emphasis on liberatory
education, especially for the "abnormal," enriches a historical conversation centered at the
intersection of gender, ethnicity, class, creed and the specific time and place of their interactions in
a character's life.    

The historical narrative I have presented to the reader in this work is literally one of
arguably infinite narratives to be authored. I do not believe that I have told the truth, rather one of
possible truths to be told. This one holds significance to me particularly as I think of the pre-
service and in-service teachers I serve in my foundations courses. As in any historical account, the
power is in the telling. But there can only be power in the telling if one claims authorship for the
project. For many of the conversations indicative of the foundation's classroom, history can act as
a contextualizing lens.

Through a wider view of history and the repetitions of struggle indicative to the human
condition, students are given a chance to see that authors writing today are not reporting isolated
incidents of injustice, inequality and inhumanity. At the same time, highlighting the biographical
sketch of someone like Montessori who worked amid turbulent times shows that difficult times
are not entirely crippling. Additionally, through looking at the experiences of a historical figure,
classroom dialogue centers around the complexity of choices and consequences experienced by
the highlighted individual instead of becoming polarized discussions of opinion. Re-viewing
history and challenging students to see alternative possibilities in re-current educational themes
can be practiced in classroom experiences. To see "fact" as choice rather than as finite truth is one
way to activate the study of history in foundation's classroom. As seen in this document, many of
the difficulties inherit in today's educational discourse reflect, "dysfunctions of the vast
bureaucracies created by the administrative progressives."  Challenging students to engage in a287

study of history in such a way that allows them to explore alternatives and discuss the
consequences of a particular period of history may create enriching dialogues about the
possibilities of schooling. Looking into someone else's alternatives, such as Montessori's, and the
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interactions that ensued during her visits in the U.S. can help students visualize different
interactions, examine short-sightedness and discuss alternative outcomes. In such discussion
students can practice democratic participation looking through various lenses of plurality. As
Tyack mentions, this requires imagination:

To create urban schools which really teach students, which reflect the pluralism of the
society, which serve the quest for social justice - this is a task which will take persistent
imagination, wisdom, and will.288

"Persistent imagination, wisdom, and will" are respectable qualities for any educator. But actively
engaging in a historical project of re-view and re-form also requires deliberate choices made with
arduous consideration for possible consequences. Positioning the learner in a classroom context,
which encourages exploration of imagination, wisdom and will, connects the history of the past
with "the history in the making." The practice of authoring one's history with regard to choice and
consequences is a powerful way to present the possibilities of schooling of pre-service and in-
service teachers. Further,  extending the goals of education beyond state mandated curricula,
students may choose to actively re-shape their educations and see their professional interactions
as vital to democratic conversation into the 21st century. Among his suggestions for teacher
education curriculum, R. Freeman Butts writes:

[The] goal of civic education for the American school is to deal with all students in such a
way as to motivate them and enable them to play their parts as informed, responsible,
committed, and effective members of a modern democratic political system. This can be
achieved in a number of ways but should include these three basic aspects; political values,
political knowledge, and the skills of political participation needed for making deliberate
choices among real alternatives.289

For the pre-service or in-service teacher, such a historically active approach to a foundations
course could enable her to see the intersection of gender, creed, ethnicity, class, etc. more
explicitly in the lived experiences of a historical "character." The complexity and
interconnectedness of all these social traits builds a deeper context for subsequent topics such as
"multiculturalism," "moral accountability," "vocational education, etc."  Through the examination
of another's time and place, a classroom teacher may have a more broadly based understanding of
the historical context of issues and social attitudes that are with us today. By examining the
system of education in the early part of this century, students may have the opportunity to review
how other educators dealt with similar problems in an effort that we in our own time may keep
moving forward instead of repeating limited responses to complex societal challenges.
Additionally, through looking at the historical narrative of a character significant in a student's
chosen field, he may choose to look at his own historical narrative differently and quite possibly
choose to become increasingly empathetic to those for whom the struggle of social mobility has
historically been more difficult. With introspection he may actively seek to make "deliberate
choices among real alternatives."

Through re-viewing history, relations of power and privilege are seen operating on a
character's life as simultaneously the character responds in a complex web of events and
interactions. Teacher educators might use a history such as Montessori's to increase dialogue
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surrounding what it means to be an educator in a democratic society; a complex society; a place
where power, access and privilege are often layered just below the surface of the histories that are
most familiar to us. Letting go of the familiar involves both risk  and the challenge of change. In
the way that we present what I would like to call "the pre-service canon" to our students, I am
suggesting that we ought to present history as a story in progress, complete with infinitely
seducing possibilities. If given the chance and an inviting case students may choose to ask the
critical questions about the policy and history being written today and may become active leaders
in authoring "the telling of the story" where it originates; in the way they teach the texts they are
given, in the questions they ask their students, in the conversations they choose to have with
colleagues, in the organizations they join and in their thoughtful participation in the many
overlapping communities in which they will negotiate the meaning(s) of their own, authored lives.
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